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Software Verification and Validation Test Report for 
the HEPA Filter Differential Pressure Fan Interlock System 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The HEPA Filter Differential Pressure Fan Interlock System PLC ladder logic software was tested 
using a Software Verification and Validation (V&V) Test Plan [Ref. 11 as required by the 
“Computer Software Quality Assurance Requirements” [Ref. 21. 

The purpose of his document is to report on the results of the software qualification. 

2.0 SUMMARY OF V&V TESTING 

Testing was performed in the Hanford 300 Area 306E Building Remote Automation and 
Instrumentation Laboratory. The PLC subsystem hardware for the laboratory test is described in 
Reference 1. Various digital and analog sources were used to provide the inputs to the PLC 
modules to simulate the field signals and field instrument readings for up to a two fan, three filter 
train system. 

Testing commenced August 8,2000, and was completed on August 9,2000. A summary of the 
V&V Test Plan is as follows: 

Section 4.0 consisted of verification checks of the PLC ladder logic software and 

Section 5.0 consisted of validation checks of the PLC ladder logic software: 

documentation. 

Section 5.1 checked the system configuration 

Section 5.2 checked the PLC watchdog timer 

Section 5.3 checked the data FIFO stacks 

Section 5.4 checked the data averaging method 

Section 5.5 checked the transmitter failures, both with the fans off and on, and the event 

Section 5.6 checked the dP1 high and dP2 low alarms with the fan on, and the event log 

Section 5.7 checked the two minute log leading up to the last event 

Section 5.8 checked the 10 minute (24 hour) history log 

1% 

Only one Test Exception was written during the testing. That occurred on August 8 during the test 
of the filter train A dP1 transmitter failure alarm with the fan running. When an alarm condition 
was simulated, the fan interlocks tripped “open” as expected. However, the interlocks returned to 
the “closed” state when the fan was stopped and the filter train was taken offline. The existing 
transmitter failure alarm would still prevent the fan from running, but since the interlocks were not 
latched in the “open” state, restarting the fan would result in a fan “bump”. 
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The Design Authority indicated that, according to the requirements, a system shutdown must 
prevent restart of any fan until the “Reset” is selected. Allowing a fan “bump” violates this 
requirement. 

Testing was halted, and the PLC ladder logic software was modified to include the required 
interlock latching for transmitter failure alarms. The new version of the software, 
“DP INTERLOCK V1.01 .RSS”, was documented in the baseline Computer Software Description 
document [Ref. 31 via an ECN. The Test Exception was also documented in the V&V Test Plan in 
Attachment 1, “Test Exceptions”. The new software was downloaded onto the laboratory system, 
and testing resumed on August 9. The remainder of the V&V was successfully completed. 

Clarification to the information in one of the tables is to be noted: In Table 22, the expected 
“Time (mmss)” values were designated as “t”, “t + 6”, . . ., “t + 108”, “t + 114”. However, the “t”, 
“t + 6”, etc., values are in units of seconds (which was not explicitly stated). Therefore, when 
adding the “t + n” values to “t”, the actual values (in units of mmss) would rollover to the next 
minute when the last two digits were equal to or greater than “60” (e.g., “t + 24” 3 “t + 30” 
would result in “4454” 3 “4500”, where t = 4430. Similarly, all subsequent “t + n” actual values 
needed to take this same minute rollover “conversion” into account. 

Only one minor pen-and-ink correction was made to the V&V Test Plan, and the record of the 
change was documented in the V&V Test Plan in Attachment 2, “Test Plan Changes”. 

The remainder of this V&V Test Report consists of all of the pages of the V&V Test Plan, which 
describes the testing that was conducted and attests to the results that were obtained. The page 
numbers for this report appear in the shaded boxes at the upper left of the pages, and the page 
numbers of the original V&V Test Plan (at the upper right comers) were left for reference. 

3.0 REFERENCES 

1. CH2M-Hill Hanford Group, “Software Verification and Validation Test Plan for the HEPA 
Filter Differential Pressure Fan Interlock System”, RPP-658 1, Rev. 0 (2000). 

“Computer Software Quality Assurance Requirements”, HNF-PRO-309, Rev. 0 (1 999). 

CH2M-Hill Hanford Group, “Computer Software Description for the HEPA Filter Differential 
Pressure Fan Interlock System“, RPP-6546, Rev. 0-A (2000). 

2. 

3. 
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1 .O INTRODUCTION / PURPOSE 

Double-Shell Tanks (DSTs) and Double Contained Receiver Tanks (DCRTs) are actively 
ventilated, along with certain Single-Shell Tanks (SSTs) and other River Protection Project (WP) 
facilities. The exhaust air stream on a typical primary ventilation system is drawn through two 
stages of High-Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filtration to ensure confinement of airborne 
radioactive materials. Active ventilation exhaust stacks traditionally have required a stack CAM 
interlock to detect releases from postulated accidents, and to shut down the exhaust fan when high 
radiation levels are detected in the stack airstream. 

The HEPA Filter Differential Pressure Fan Interlock System (hereafter referred to as "dP Interlock 
System") has been determined to be technically equivalent to the stack CAM interlock and therefore 
able to perform its safety function. This system can provide the requisite level of control specified 
in the facility safety analysis, and is expected to perform this function more reliably and with fewer 
operational and maintenance problems. 

The purpose of his document is to provide a means to qualify the PLC ladder logic software 
("dP Interlock vl.OO", July 2000) that controls the dP Interlock System. These Verification and 
Validation (V&V) activities are performed to "Computer Software Quality Assurance 
Requirements", HNF-PRO-309 [ref. 11. 

2.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

The following personnel will be required for the performance of this test plan: 

Cognizant Engineer / Project Representative: Has direct responsibility for the 
performance and adequacy of the test. Records information, initials and dates the 
sign-off blocks, and signs the V&V completion approvals. 

Test Director: Has responsibility for assisting in the performance of the test. This 
individual must be familiar with Allen-Bradley SLC PLCs, and with Rockwell Software 
RSLogix 500 programming. Signs the overall V&V completion approval. 

Quality Assurance Representative: Has responsibility for assuring that any test 
exceptions are adequately addressed and resolved. May also provide direct oversight 
during test performance (optional). Signs the overall V&V completion approval. 

Design Authority: Has responsibility for reviewing results, and assuring that any test 
exceptions are adequately resolved. Signs the overall V&V completion approval. 

If, during testing, any indicated parameter or control function is not correct or appears to be 
malfunctioning, then the Cognizant Engineer / Project Representative conducting this test shall 
make a determination as to the feasibility of continuing testing. Since actual dP Interlock 
operations will not occur during this test, there is no safety impact to continuing the test and 
completing corrective actions later. A record of all noted test exceptions will be kept on copies of 

.- 
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I 1746-188 
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Description 
5/03 CPU - 16K Mem. OS302 
8-Input 24 VDC Module 

Attachment 1, "Test Exceptions". Quality Assurance shall review the test exceptions and concur 
with the resolution. 

2 1746-OX8 8-Output Isolated Relay 
3 ' 1746-N14 Analog 4 Channel Input Module 
4 1746-OX8 8-Output Isolated Relay 
5 1746-N14 Analoe 4 Channel Input Module I 

I 

Any required changes or corrections to this test plan (e.g., typos, step modifications) shall be 
approved by the Cognizant Engineer / Project Representative and may be made as "pen-and-ink" 
changes in the official working copy of the test plan. Corrections are to be made by drawing a 
single line through incorrect information and writing in the correct information. The correction is 
then dated and initialed by the individual authorized to make the correction. A record of all test 
plan changes will be kept on Attachment 2, "Test Plan Changes". Upon completion of the Test 
Plan, Quality Assurance shall review the changes and concur with the correction. 

Approval of successful completion of the verification phase shall be documented by the Cognizant 
Engineer / Project Representative at the end of Section 4.0, and approval of successful completion 
of the validation phase shall be documented by the Cognizant Engineer / Project Representative at 
the end of Section 5.0. Approval of successful completion of the entire test plan shall be 
documented by all responsible parties in Section 6.0. A V&V Test Report, summarizing the results 
of the Test Plan and containing a copy of the completed Test Plan, will be issued following 
completion of the Test Plan. 

7 
8 
9 

3.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

$8 

1746-N14 Analog 4 Channel Input Module \ 
_ _  <Unused> 
_ _  <Unused> 

1. 

The PLC subsystem hardware for the field dP Interlock System is comprised of a 13-slot rack, a 
PLC CPU, and various I/O cards. Only 8 of the slots are used in a fully-configured system (three 
filter trains), leaving 5 slots free for future expansion. For a single filter train system, 5 slots are 
used, while 6 slots are used for a two-train configuration. 

The PLC subsystem hardware for the laboratory test dP Interlock System consists of an 
Allen-Bradley SLC 5/03 PLC, power supply, and all I/O modules required for a three train system. 
The following table shows the I/O configuration for the 10-slot rack used for the laboratory system: 

- 

II I h d  1746-OX8 11 8-Output Isolated Relay I 

Slot 0 contains the Allen-Bradley SLC 5/03 CPU (Allen Bradley part number 1747-L532). This is 
the main processor for the dP Interlock System. Additionally, an Allen-Bradley Flash Memory card 
(part number 1747-M11) is installed in the PLC CPU to allow the logic program to reside on flash 
memory. The CPU is configured to always load the program from the flash memory upon PLC 
power up. 

- 
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- Slot 1 contains an Allen-Bradley 1746-IB8 8-Input 24 VDC Input Module. All digital inputs from 
the system are routed through this card. This includes the reset button, the fan running inputs, and 
the train online inputs. 

Slots 2 , 4  and 6 all use Allen-Bradley 1746-OX8 Relay Contact Output Modules. These cards are 
used for illuminating front panel indicators, fan interlocks, the watchdog timer, and annunciator 
contacts. 

Slots 3, 5 and 7 use Allen-Bradley 1746-NI44-Channel Analog Input Modules. These cards can 
handle either voltage (k20VDC) or current inputs (+20mA), but are configured without jumpers to 
handle voltage inputs for laboratory testing use only. 

4.0 VERIFICATION OF dP INTERLOCK LADDER LOGIC 

4.1 LADDER LOGIC SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

The following requirements, collected from the noted references, were used to 
establish the ladder logic acceptance criteria: 

4.1.1 

4.1.2 

4.1.3 

4.1.4 

4.1.5 

4.1.6 

4.1.7 

The HEPA Filter dP Interlock System shall activate an interlock to shut down 
the ventilation system automatically when the dP across the first (or dP1) 
HEPA filter stage reaches a preset high setpoint, indicating an impending 
filter failure [ref. 2,3]. 

The HEPA Filter dP Interlock System shall activate an interlock to shut down 
the ventilation system automatically when the dP across the last (or dP2) 
HEPA filter stage reaches a preset low setpoint, indicating an impending 
filter failure [ref. 2,3]. 

The actual dP limits and operating modes for the proposed system shall be 
based on an approved AB change (TSR controls). The ideal system design 
will provide the flexibility to support a reasonable range of operational 
settings, alarms, and interlocks to be dictated by such analysis [ref. 21. 

The system shall be continuously operable and it must fail in a safe condition 
(exhauster shutdown) upon loss of power or a detectable failure [ref. 2,3]. 

The system shall provide a means of signal conditioning to prevent spurious 
alarms and shutdowns [ref. 21. 

The system shall have the capability to track the rate of change in the various 
filter dP readings over time for diagnostics purposes. These parameters 
should be accessible (Le., via a laptop computer) [ref. 21. 

The system shall include provisions for periodic calibration and functional 
testing of interlock functions, and shall provide means to calibrate and test 
components in place, with or without shutting the ventilation system down 
[ref. 21. 
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The following features were also to be incorporated into the ladder logic software and 
are to be verified and validated: 

4.1.8 

4.1.9 

4.1.10 

4.1.11 

4.1.12 

4.1.13 

4.1.14 

Failure of the dP transmitter that provides the overall dP (both filter stages, 
dP12) will alarm locally, but will not shut down the dP Interlock System. 
The remote annunciator transmitter fail will not indicate the status of the 
dP12 transmitter failure. 

Failure of a dP transmitter on an inactive filter train will not shut down the dP 
Interlock System. 

System shutdown will prevent restart of 9 filter train until the "Reset" is 
selected. 

Alarms (local and remote annunciator) for low or high dP will indicate the 
status at the time of shutdown and will remain latched until the "Reset" is 
selected. The alarms (local and remote annunciator) will not be reactivated 
until the fan is restarted, the filter train is online and the alarm condition is 
present. 

Alarms (local and remote annunciator) for the first and second filter dP 
transmitter fail status will latch until the "Reset" is selected. After "Reset", 
the local alarm lights will indicate current status. The remote annunciators 
will not be reactivated until the fan is restarted, the filter train is online and 
the alarm condition is present. 

Upon an interlock trip, the system shall store all input data and time stamp 
information to PLC memory. The 10 most recent events should be retained 
in PLC memory for remote access (i.e., via a laptop computer). The most 
recent trip shall also store the previous 2 minutes of exhauster data, logged 
every 6 seconds, leading up to the event. 

All input data and time stamp information shall be stored to PLC memory 
every 10 minutes, with up to 24 hours of continuous data. 

4.2 

The ladder logic used in the dP Interlock System consists of26user-programmed ladder 
logic files, programmed and informally tested utilizing Rockwell Software's RSLogix 500 
programming package. The program consists of one "MAIN" logic network a n d w  
additional logic networks (called as subroutines) to perform specific tasks. 3 s' 11 r~ 

$-Y  

The requirements listed in Section 4. I must be fulfilled by the PLC ladder logic. Table I 
provides a matrix indicating where in the ladder logic each requirement was addressed 

LADDER LOGIC SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS VERIFICATION 
ad y!;.., 

4.2.1 Using Table 1, verify that each requirement was addressed in the ladder logic. 
Refer to the hardcopy of the ladder logic "Program File List" included as an 
appendix in the Computer Software Description [ref. 51. Initial and date the 
appropriate "(a)" through "(n)" blocks. 
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4.3 DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 

The dP Interlock software documentation shall include a Software Configuration 
Management Plan (SCMP), a Computer Software Description (CSWD), and Software 
VerificationNalidation Plan (V&V) per ref. 1. 

These requirements were fulfilled by the following: 

0 - SCMP: CH2M-Hill Hanford Group, "Software System Configuration Management 
Plan for the HEPA Filter Differential Pressure Fan Interlock System", 
RPP-6547, Rev. 0 (2000). [ref. 61 

0 CSWD: CH2M-Hill Hanford Group, "Computer Software Description for the HEPA 
Filter Differential Pressure Fan Interlock System", RPP-6546, Rev. 0 (2000). 
[ref. 51 

0 - V&V: CH2M-Hill Hanford Group, "Software Verification and Validation Test Plan 
for the HEPA Filter Differential Pressure Fan Interlock System", RPP-6581, 
Rev. 0 (2000). [this document] 

Approval of Section 4.0 VeriJication Phase: 

Cog. Eng. / Proj. Rep. Date: B- 7 - b ~  - 

5.0 

.- 

VALIDATION PROCEDURE 

5.1 CONFIGURATION VALIDATION 

Parameters that define the configuration of each exhauster system and corresponding I/O 
hardware are hardcoded into the PLC. These are (1) the filter train configuration - can be 
either Train A, Trains A & B, or Trains A, B & C; (2) exhauster I.D. code - each number 
corresponds to a unique system (not used in the PLC ladder logic, but used for laptop 
computer diagnostics software); (3) high dP1 and low dP2 alarm setpoints; and (4) PLC 
I/O module configuration - additional slots for two-filter train and three filter train systems 
must be enabled. 

This test plan is to be performed on a laboratory simulation system which is configured for a 
2 fan, 3 filter train exhauster system. 

5.1.1 

5.1.2 

5.1.3 

Start the "SLC 5/03 CPU" PLC 

Start the RSLogix 500 application. 

Load the "DP INTERLOCK V1.00.RSS" ladder logic file. 
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5.1.4 Customize the "DP INTERLOCK V1.00.RSS" file to correspond to a single 
filter train exhauster system by typing a "0" into the 
"LAD 3 - INITVALUES" rung 0000 FLL block "Source" field. 

Download the ladder logic to the PLC and then go online with the PLC. 5.1.5 

Refer to Table 3 when performing the following steps. When directed to verrfi values, 
record the values in the appropriate 'Xctual" blocks. 

Test for the single filter train configuration and alarm setpoints: 

5.1.6 Validate the single train exhauster configuration (ref. "LAD 3 - 
INITVALUES"). 

5.1.6.1 

5.1.6.2 

Bring up Data File "B3 -BINARY". 

Verify that bits B3:0/0 (B-TRAIN-EXISTS) and B3:0/1 
(C-TRAIN-EXISTS) are "0". 

Verify that word B3:l (EXHAUSTER-ID) is "1". 5.1.6.3 

Validate alarm setpoints (ref. "LAD 3 - INITVALUES"). 

5.1.7.1 

5.1.7.2 

5.1.7 

Bring up Data File "N7 - INTEGER" 

Verify that word N7:91 (HIGH-DP1-LIMIT) is 10748 
(corresponds to 5.7000 inwg). 

Verify that word N7:92 (LOW-DP2-LIMIT) is 3670 
(corresponds to 0.2998 inwg). 

5.1.7.3 

5.1.8 Validate the single filter train I/O Slot Enables (ref. "LAD 4 - IO CONFIG"). 

5.1.8.1 

5.1.8.2 

Bring up Data File "S2 - STATUS", Tab "IO". 

Verify that bits S:ll/O thru S:l1/4 (110 Slot Enables for slots 0 
thru 4) are "l", and that bits S:l1/5 thru S:l1/12 (I/O Slot 
Enables for slots 5 thru 12) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 3 "(a)" block. 5.1 3 .3  

Testfor the two filter train configuration: 

5.1.9 

5.1.10 

Go offline with the PLC. 

Customize the "DP INTERLOCK V1.00.RSS" file to correspond to a two 
filter train exhauster system by typing a "1" into the 
"LAD 3 - INITVALUES" rung 0000 FLL block "Source" field. 

Download the ladder logic to the PLC and then go online with the PLC. 5.1.1 1 
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5.1.12 Validate the two filter train exhauster configuration (ref. "LAD 3 . 
INITVALUES"). 

5.1.12.1 

5.1.12.2 

Bring up Data File "B3 -BINARY". 

Verify that bit B3:0/0 (B-TRAIN-EXISTS) is "1" and bit 
B3:0/1 (C-TRAIN-EXISTS) is "0". 

5.1.13 Validate the two filter train I/O Slot Enables (ref. "LAD 4 - IO CONFIG"). 

5.1.13.1 

5.1.13.2 

Bring up Data File '"532 - STATUS", Tab "IO". 

Verify that bits S:11/0 thru S:11/5 (I/O Slot Enables for slots 0 
thru 5) are "l", and that bits S:11/6 thru S:11/12 (I/O Slot 
Enables for slots 6 thru 12) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 3 "(b)" block. 5.1.13.3 

Test for the threejlter train conjguration: 

5.1.14 Go offline with the PLC. 

5.1.15 Customize the "DP INTERLOCK V1.00.RSS" file to correspond to a three 
filter train exhauster system by typing a "3" into the 
"LAD 3 - INITVALUES" rung 0000 FLL block "Source" field. 

Download the ladder logic to the PLC and then go online with the PLC. 

Validate the three filter train exhauster configuration (ref. "LAD 3 - 
INITVALUES"). 

5.1.17.1 

5.1.17.2 

5.1.16 

5.1.17 

Bring up Data File "B3 -BINARY". 

Verify that bits B3:0/0 (B-TRAIN-EXISTS) and B3:0/1 
(C-TRAIN-EXISTS) are " 1 ' I .  

5.1.18 Validate the three filter train I/O Slot Enables (ref. "LAD 4 - IO CONFIG"). 

5.1.18.1 

5.1.18.2 

Bring up Data File "S2 - STATUS", Tab "IO". 

Verify that bits S:l1/0 thru S:l1/7 (I/O Slot Enables for slots 0 
thru 7) are "l", and that bits S:11/8 thru S:11/12 (I/O Slot 
Enables for slots 8 thru 12) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 3 "(c)" block. 5.1.18.3 
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The watchdog timer logic is used to send a square wave pulse (1 minute on / 1 minute off) to 
a solid state relay timer. If the pulse is not sent due to loss of PLC power or PLC failure, the 
relay timer is designed to trip the fan interlock after 3 minutes. 

Refer to Table 4 when performing the following steps. When directed to verifv values, 
record the values in the appropriate 2ctual" blocks. 

5.2.1 Validate the 1 minute watchdog timer output (ref. "LAD 5 - WATCHDOG"). 

5.2.1.1 

5.2.1.2 

Bring up Data Files "00 -OUTPUT" and "T4 - TIMER', 

Verify that when T4:O.ACC (WATCHDOG-TIMER.ACC) is 
between 0 and 60, that bit 0:2.0/7 (0-WATCHDOG-TMR) is 
"1". 

Initial and date the Table 4 "(a)" block. 

Verify that when T4:O.ACC (WATCHDOG-TIMER.ACC) is 
between 61 and 120, that bit 0:2.0/7 (0-WATCHDOG - TMR) 
is "0". 

Initial and date the Table 4 "(b)" block. 

5.2.1.3 

5.2.1.4 

5.2.1.5 

5.3 DATA FIFO VALIDATION 

The data FIFO (first in - first out) stacks are the PLC memory regions used to store the last 
10 values of dP1, dP2 and dP12 for each filter train. The data values are acquired every six 
seconds, providing the last 1 minute of data to be used for calculating 1 minute running 
averages. 

Refer to Table 5 when performing the following steps. When directed to verifv values, 
record the values in the appropriate 'Xctual" blocks. 

5.3.1 Bring up Data Files "T4 - TIMER" and "N7 - INTEGER' 
(ref. "LAD 6 - DATA FIFO"). 

Validate the 1 minute data first-in, first-out (FIFO) words for Train A, dP1. 

5.3.2.1 

5.3.2 

Verify that words N7:O tbruN7:9 (A-DP1-10) are nearly 
identical values. 

Adjust the input for Train A dP1 to change the value. 

Verify that when T4:l .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value appears at N7:9. 

5.3.2.2 

5.3.2.3 
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5.3.2.4 Verify that when T4:l .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value moves from right to left towards 
N7:O. 

Initial and date the Table 5 "(a)" block. 5.3.2.5 

Validate the 1 minute data first-in, first-out (FIFO) words for Train A, dP2. 

5.3.3.1 

5.3.3 

Verify that words N7:lO thruN7:19 (A-DP2-10) are nearly 
identical values. 

Adjust the input for Train A dP2 to change the value. 

Verify that when T4: 1 .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value appears at N7:19. 

Verify that when T4: 1 .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value moves from right to left towards 
N7:10. 

Initial and date the Table 5 "(b)" block. 

5.3.3.2 

5.3.3.3 

5.3.3.4 

5.3.3.5 

Validate the 1 minute data first-in, first-out (FIFO) words for Train A, dP12. 

5.3.4.1 

5.3.4 

Verify that words N7:20 thru N7:29 (A-DP12-10) are nearly 
identical values. 

Adjust the input for Train A dP12 to change the value. 

Verify that when T4: 1 .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value appears at N7:29. 

Verify that when T4: 1 .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value moves from right to left towards 
N7:20. 

Initial and date the Table 5 "(c)" block. 

5.3.4.2 

5.3.4.3 

5.3.4.4 

5.3.4.5 

Validate the 1 minute data first-in, first-out (FIFO) words for Train B, dP1. 

5.3.5.1 

5.3.5 

Verify that words N7:30 thru N7:39 (B-DPl-10) are nearly 
identical values. 

Adjust the input for Train B dP1 to change the value. 

Verify that when T4:l.ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value appears at N7:39. 

Verify that when T4: 1 .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value moves from right to left towards 
N7:30. 

5.3.5.2 

5.3.5.3 

5.3.5.4 
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- 5.3.5.5 Initial and date the Table 5 "(d)" block. 

5.3.6 Validate the 1 minute data first-in, first-out (FIFO) words for Train B, dP2. 

5.3.6.1 Verify that words N7:40 thru N7:49 (B-DP2-10) are nearly 
identical values. 

Adjust the input for Train B dP2 to change the value 

Verify that when T4: 1 .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value appears at N7:49. 

Verify that when T4: 1 .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value moves from right to left towards 
N7:40. 

Initial and date the Table 5 "(e)" block. 

5.3.6.2 

5.3.6.3 

5.3.6.4 

5.3.6.5 

Validate the 1 minute data first-in, first-out (FIFO) words for Train B, dP12. 

5.3.7.1 

5.3.7 

Verify that words N7:50 thruN7:59 (B-DP12-10) are nearly 
identical values. 

.- 

5.3.7.2 

5.3.7.3 

Adjust the input for Train B dP12 to change the value. 

Verify that when T4:l .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value appears at N7:59. 

Verify that when T4:l.ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value moves from right to left towards 
N7:50. 

Initial and date the Table 5 "(Q" block. 

5.3.7.4 

5.3.7.5 

Validate the 1 minute data first-in, first-out (FIFO) words for Train C, dP1. 

5.3.8.1 

5.3.8 

Verify that words N7:60 thru N7:69 (C-DPI-IO) are nearly 
identical values. 

Adjust the input for Train C dP1 to change the value. 

Verify that when T4: 1 .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value appears at N7:69. 

Verify that when T4:l.ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value moves from right to left towards 
N7:60. 

Initial and date the Table 5 "(8)" block 

5.3.8.2 

5.3.8.3 

5.3.8.4 

5.3.8.5 
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5.3.9 Validate the 1 minute data first-in, first-out (FIFO) words for Train C, dP2. 

5.3.9.1 Verify that words N7:70 thru N7:79 (C-DP2-10) are nearly 
identical values. 

Adjust the input for Train C dP2 to change the value. 

Verify that when T4:l .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMERACC) 
reaches "6", the new value appears at N7:79. 

Verify that when T4:l .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value moves from right to left towards 
N7:70. 

Initial and date the Table 5 "(h)" block. 

5.3.9.2 

5.3.9.3 

5.3.9.4 

5.3.9.5 

Validate the 1 minute data first-in, first-out (FIFO) words for Train C, dP12. 

5.3.10.1 

5.3.10 

Verify that words N7:80 thruN7:89 (C-DP12-10) are nearly 
identical values. 

Adjust the input for Train C dP12 to change the value. 

Verify that when T4: 1 .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value appears at N7:89. 

Verify that when T4: 1 .ACC (DATA-FIFO-TIMER.ACC) 
reaches "6", the new value moves from right to left towards 
N7:80. 

Initial and date the Table 5 "(i)" block. 

5.3.10.2 

5.3.10.3 

5.3.10.4 

5.3.10.5 

5.4 DATA AVERAGING VALIDATION 

Data averaging uses the last 10 values of dP1, dP2 and dP12 for each filter train (from the 
data FIFO stacks) to calculate 1 minute running averages, updated every six seconds. These 
averaged values are used for all alarming and data logging purposes. 

Refer to Table 6 when performing the following steps. When directed to veri& values, 
record the values in the appropriate Yctual" blocks. 

5.4.1 

5.4.2 

Bring up Data File "N7 - INTEGER (ref. "LAD 8 - A AVERAGES"). 

Validate the Train A dP1 six second running averages. 

5.4.2.1 Verify that words N7:0 thruN7:9 (A-DP1-10) are nearly 
identical values, and that the average value appears in word 
N7:93 (A-TRAIF-DPl-AVG). 

Adjust the input for Train A dP1 to change the value. 5.4.2.2 
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5.4.2.3 When five words are updated with the new value in N7:5 thru 
N7:9, verify that the average in N7:93 is the average of the 
values in N7:O thru N7:9. 

Initial and date the Table 6 "(a)" block. 5.4.2.4 

Validate the Train A dP2 six second running averages. 

5.4.3.1 

5.4.3 

Verify that words N7:lO thruN7:19 (A-DP2-10) are nearly 
identical values, and that the average value appears in word 
N7:94 (A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG). 

Adjust the input for Train A dP2 to change the value 

When five words are updated with the new value in N7:15 thm 
N7: 19, verify that the average in N7:94 is the average of the 
values in N7: 10 thru N7: 19. 

Initial and date the Table 6 "(b)" block. 

5.4.3.2 

5.4.3.3 

5.4.3.4 

Validate the Train A dP12 six second running averages. 

5.4.4.1 

5.4.4 

Verify that words N7:20 thruN7:29 (A-DP12-10) are nearly 
identical values, and that the average value appears in word 
N7:95 (A-TRAIN-DPI 2-AVG). 

Adjust the input for Train A dP12 to change the value. 

When five words are updated with the new value in N7:25 thru 
N7:29, verify that the average in N7:95 is the average of the 
values in N7:20 thru N7:29. 

Initial and date the Table 6 "(c)" block. 

5.4.4.2 

5.4.4.3 

5.4.4.4 

Bring up Data File "N7 - INTEGER (ref. "LAD 9 - B AVERAGES"). 

Validate the Train B dP1 six second running averages 

5.4.6.1 

5.4.5 

5.4.6 

Verify that words N7:30 thru N7:39 (B-DP1-10) are nearly 
identical values, and that the average value appears in word 
N7:96 (B-TRAIN-DPl-AVG). 

Adjust the input for Train B dP1 to change the value. 

When five words are updated with the new value in N7:35 thru 
N7:39, verify that the average in N7:96 is the average of the 
values in N7:30 thru N7:39. 

Initial and date the Table 6 "(d)" block. 

5.4.6.2 

5.4.6.3 

5.4.6.4 
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5.4.7 Validate the Train B dP2 six second running averages. 

5.4.7.1 Verify that words N7:40 thru N7:49 (B-DP2-10) are nearly 
identical values, and that the average value appears in word 
N7:97 (B-TRAIN-DP2-AVG). 

Adjust the input for Train B dP2 to change the value. 

When five words are updated with the new value in N7:45 thru 
N7:49, verify that the average in N7:97 is the average of the 
values in N7:40 thru N7:49. 

5.4.7.2 

5.4.7.3 

5.4.7.4 

Validate the Train B dP12 six second running averages. 

5.4.8.1 

Initial and date the Table 6 "(e)" block. 

5.4.8 

Verify that words N7:50 thruN7:59 (B-DP12-10) are nearly 
identical values, and that the average value appears in word 
N7:98 (B-TRAIN-DPl2-AVG). 

Adjust the input for Train B dP1 to change the value. 

When five words are updated with the new value in N7:55 thru 
N7:59, verify that the average in N7:98 is the average of the 
values in N7:50 thru N7:59. 

Initial and date the Table 6 "(f)" block. 

5.4.8.2 

5.4.8.3 

5.4.8.4 

Bring up Data File "N7 - INTEGER" (ref. "LAD 10 - C AVERAGES"). 

Validate the Train C dP1 six second running averages. 

5.4.10.1 

5.4.9 

5.4.10 

Verify that wordsN7:60 thruN7:69 (C-DPl-10) are nearly 
identical values, and that the average value appears in word 
N7:99 (C-TRAIN-DP 1-AVG). 

Adjust the input for Train C dP1 to change the value. 

When five words are updated with the new value in N7:65 thru 
N7:69, verify that the average in N7:99 is the average of the 
values in N7:60 thru N7:69. 

Initial and date the Table 6 "(g)" block 

5.4.10.2 

5.4.10.3 

5.4.10.4 

Validate the Train C dP2 six second running averages. 

5.4.1 1.1 

5.4.11 

Verify that words N7:70 thruN7:79 (C-DP2-10) are nearly 
identical values, and that the average value appears in word 
N7: 100 (C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG). 

Adjust the input for Train C dP2 to change the value. 5.4.1 1.2 
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5.4.1 1.3 When five words are updated with the new value in N7:75 thru 
N7:79, verify that the average in N7: 100 is the average of the 
values in N7:70 thru N7:79. 

Initial and date the Table 6 "(h)" block. 5.4.1 1.4 

Validate the Train C dP12 six second running averages. 

5.4.12.1 

5.4.12 

Verify that wordsN7:80 thruN7:89 (C-DP12-10) are nearly 
identical values, and that the average value appears in word 
N7: 10 1 (C-TRAIN-DP 12-AVG). 

Adjust the input for Train C dP12 to change the value. 

When five words are updated with the new value in N7:85 thru 
N7:89, verify that the average in N7:101 is the average of the 
values in N7:80 thru N7:89. 

Initial and date the Table 6 "(i)" block. 

5.4.12.2 

5.4.12.3 

5.4.12.4 

5.5 TRANSMITTER FAILURES VALIDATION 

The dP1, dP2 and dP12 Yokogawa Model EJAl10A transmitters for each filter train are 
considered failed when the transmitters yield outputs that are outside the normal 4 - 20 mA 
range by specified amounts. The down-scale failure setpoint is -5% (corresponding to 
3.2 mA, or a PLC reading of 2621). The up-scale failure setpoint is 110% (corresponding to 
21.6 mA, or a PLC reading of 17695). 

One minute after initial PLC power up, and when no fans are running, all transmitter failure 
conditions result in illuminating the local panel lamps (no fan interlock trips). The dP1 and 
dP2 outputs to the lamps are latched, while dP12 is not latched (self-clearing). 

In addition, if a fan is running and a filter train is online, a corresponding filter train's dP1 or 
dP2 transmitter failure condition results in a transmitter failure annunciator alarm and an 
interlock trip, shutting off the fan. This "trip event" is stored in an "Event Log" memory 
region in the PLC. The dP12 failure conditions only results in a local panel lamp indication, 
and - never result in a transmitter failure annunciator alarm or a trip event. 

Refer to Table 7 when performing the Train A Section 5.5. I to 5.5.3 steps. When directed to 
verijj values, record the values in the appropriate 'Xctual" blocks. 

5.5.1 Bring up Data Files "00 - OUTPUT", "I1 -INPUT", "T4 - TIMER" and 
"N7 - INTEGER". 

Validate that the Train A "down-scale'' transmitter failure alarms function as 
expected when a fan is not - running (ref. "LAD 15 - A XMITFAIL"). 

Test for transmitter failure alarms before power up: 

5.5.2 
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5.5.2.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I: 1.012 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I: 1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-0N) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train A is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN A 
ONLINE" switch to place Train A offline, if necessary). 

Adjust the inputs for dP1, dP2 and dP12, and verify that words 
N7:93 (A-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), 
N7:94 (A-TRAIN DP2 AVG), and 
N7:95 (A-TRAINIDPISAVG) are less than or equal to the 
transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms exist by verifying 
that bits 0:2.0/3 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:2.0/4 
(O-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), 0:2.0/5 (0-A-XMIT - FAIL - DP12) 
are "1". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1 " (the fail-safe tripped 
condition is "0"). 

5.5.2.6 Initial and date the Table 7 "(a)" block. 

Test for cleared ("Reset'? alarms <60 seconds before power up: 

Note: Steps 5.5.2.7 to 5.5.2. I 0  need to be performed in less than 60 seconds. 

5.5.2.7 

5.5.2.2 

5.5.2.3 

5.5.2.4 

5.5.2.5 

Turn the SLC 5/03 CPU key switch to "PROG", to "RUN", then 
to "REM" (Performs a power up restart of the PLC). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. This clears the two latched dP1 and dP2 transmitter 
failure alarms. 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms are cleared by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/3 (O-A-XMIT_FAIL-DPl), 0:2.0/4 
(O_A_XMIT_FAIL_DP2), 0:2,0/5 (0-A-XMIT-F AIL-DP 1 2) 
are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 7 "(b)" block. 

5.5.2.8 

5.5.2.9 

5.5.2.10 

5.5.2.1 1 
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Test for reappearance of alarms 60 seconds after power up: 

5.5.2.12 Verify that when T4:S.ACC 
(POWER-ON-DELAY-TIMER.ACC) reaches "60", the three 
transmitter failure alarms reappear by verifying that bits 0:2.0/3 
(0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:2.0/4 (0-A-XMIT - FAIL - DP2), 
0:2.0/5 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) are "1". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 7 "(c)" block. 

5.5.2.13 

5.5.2.14 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.2.15 Adjust the input for dP1 so that word N7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DP1-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 
0:2.0/3 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DPl) returns to "0" &when the 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit I:l.O/O, 1-RESET) is toggled. 

Adjust the input for dP2 so that word N7:94 
(A-TMIN-DP2-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 
0:2.0/4 (O-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) returns to "0" & when the 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit I: 1 .0/0, I-RESET) is toggled. 

5.5.2.16 

5.5.2.17 Adjust the input for dP12 so that wordN7:95 
(A-TRAIN-DPl2-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that the 
self-clearing bit 0:2.0/5 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) returns to 
"0". 

5.5.2.1 8 Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-lNTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 7 "(d)" block 5.5.2.19 

Validate that the Train A "up-scale" transmitter failure alarms function as 
expected when a fan is not - running (ref. "LAD 15 - A XMITFAIL"). 

Test for transmitter failure alarms before power up: 

5.5.3.1 

5.5.3 

Adjust the inputs for dP1, dP2 and dP12, andverify that words 
N7:93 (A-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), 
N7:94 (A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG), and 
N7:95 (A-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) are greater than or equal to the 
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transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
11.0002 inwg). 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms exist by verifying 
that bits 0:2.0/3 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:2.0/4 
(0-A-XMIT - FAIL - DP2), 0:2.0/5 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL - DP12) 
are "1". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1" (the fail-safe tripped 
condition is "0"). 

5.5.3.4 Initial and date the Table 7 "(e)" block. 

Test for cleared ("Reset'y alarms <60 seconds before power up: 

Note: Steps 5.5.3.5 to 5.5.3.8 need to be performed in less than 60 seconds. 

5.5.3.5 Turn the SLC 5/03 CPU key switch to "PROG", to "RUN", then 
to "REM" (Performs a power up restart of the PLC). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. This clears the two latched dP1 and dP2 transmitter 
failure alarms. 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms are cleared by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/3 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:2.0/4 
(O-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), 0:2.0/5 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP 12) 
are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that hits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 7 "(f)" block. 

5.5.3.2 

5.5.3.3 

5.5.3.6 

5.5.3.7 

5.5.3.8 

5.5.3.9 

Test for reappearance of alarms 60 seconds after power up: 

5.5.3.10 Verify that when T4:S.ACC 
(POWER-ON-DELAY-TIMER.ACC) reaches "60", the three 
transmitter failure alarms reappear by verifying that bits 0:2.0/3 
(0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:2.0/4 (0-A-XMITFAIL - DP2), 
0:2.0/5 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) are "1". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 7 "(g)" block. 

5.5.3.1 1 

5.5.3.12 
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Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.3.13 Adjust the input for dP1 so that wordN7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DPl-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 
0:2.0/3 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP1) returns to "0" &when the 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit I:l .O/O, I-RESET) is toggled. 

Adjust the input for dP2 so that wordN7:94 
(A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 
0:2.0/4 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) returns to "0" o& when the 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit I:l.O/O, I-RESET) is toggled. 

Adjust the input for dP12 so that wordN7:95 
(A-TRAIN-DP12 AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) andthe high setpoint (17695); verify that the 
self-clearing bit 0:2.0/5 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) returns to 
"0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 7 "(h)" block. 

Refer to Table 8 when performing the Train B Section 5.5.4 to 5.5.6 steps. When directed to 
veri& values, record the values in the appropriate '2ctual" blocks. 

5.5.3.14 

5.5.3.15 

5.5.3.16 

5.5.3.17 

5.5.4 Bring up Data Files "00 -OUTPUT", "I1 -INPUT", "T4 - TIMER and 
"N7 - INTEGER". 

Validate that the Train B "down-scale" transmitter failure alarms function as 
expected when a fan is not - running (ref. "LAD 16 - B XMITFAIL"). 

Test for transmitter failure alarms before power up. 

5.5.5.1 

5.5 .5  

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train B is not online by verifying that bit I: 1.015 
(I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN B 
ONLINE" switch to place Train B offline, if necessary). 

Adjust the inputs for dP1, dP2 and dP12, and verify that words 
N7:96 (B-TRAIN-DP1-AVG), 
N7:97 (BPTRAIN_DP2-AVG), and 

5.5.5.2 

5.5.5.3 
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N7:98 (B-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) are less than or equal to the 
transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms exist by verifying 
that bits 0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:4.0/4 
(O-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), 0:4.0/5 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP 12) 
are "1". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are " 1" (the fail-safe tripped 
condition is "0"). 

5.5.5.6 Initial and date the Table 8 "(a)" block. 

Test for cleared ("Reset'? alarms G O  seconds before power up: 

Note: Steps 5.5.5.7 to 5.5.5.10 need io be performed in less than 60 seconds. 

5.5.5.7 

5.5.5.4 

5.5.5.5 

Turn the SLC 5/03 CPU key switch to "PROG", to "RUN", then 
to "REM" (Performs a power up restart of the PLC). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. This clears the two latched dP1 and dP2 transmitter 
failure alarms. 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms are cleared by 
verifying that bits 0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:4.0/4 
(O_B_XMIT_FAIL_DP2), 0:4.0/5 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP 12) 
are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 8 "(b)" block. 

5.5.5.8 

5.5.5.9 

5.5.5.10 

5.5.5.1 1 

Test for reappearance of alarms 60 seconds afler power up: 

5.5.5.12 Verify that when T4:S.ACC 
(POWER-ON-DELAY-TIMER.ACC) reaches "60", the three 
transmitter failure alarms reappear by verifying that bits 0:4.0/3 
(0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:4.0/4 (O-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), 
0:4.0/5 (0 - _  B XMIT-FAIL-DP12) are "1". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

5.5.5.13 
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5.5.5.14 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.5.15 

Initial and date the Table 8 "(c)" block. 

Adjust the input for dP1 so that wordN7:96 
(B-TRAIN-DP1-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 
0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP1) returns to "0" &when the 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit I: 1.010, I-RESET) is toggled. 

Adjust the input for dP2 so that wordN7:97 
(B-TRAIFDP2-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 
0:4.0/4 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) returns to "0" & when the 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit I: 1 .O/O, I-RESET) is toggled. 

Adjust the input for dP12 so that wordN7:98 
(B-TRAIN-DPI 2-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that the 
self-clearing bit 0:4.0/5 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) returns to 
"0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 8 "(d)" block. 

5.5.5.16 

5.5.5.17 

5.5.5.18 

5.5.5.19 

Validate that the Train B "up-scale" transmitter failure alarms function as 
expected when a fan is not _. running (ref. "LAD 16 - B XMITFAIL"). 

Test for transmitter failure alarms before power up. 

5.5.6.1 

5.5.6 

Adjust the inputs for dP1, dP2 and dP12, and verify that words 
N7:96 (B-TRAIN-DPI-AVG), 
N7:97 (B_TRAIN_DP2_AVG), and 
N7:98 (B-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) are greater than or equal to the 
transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
1 1.0002 inwg). 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms exist by verifying 
that bits 0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:4.0/4 
(O_B_XMITFAIL_DP2), 0:4.0/5 (OB-XMIT-FAIL-DP 12) 
are "1". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1" (the fail-safe tripped 
condition is "0"). 

5.5.6.2 

5.5.6.3 
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5.5.6.4 Initial and date the Table 8 "(e)" block. 

Test for cleared ("Resell3 alarms <60 seconds before power up: 

Note: Steps 5.5.6.5 to 5.5.6.8 need to be performed in less than 60 seconds. 

5.5.6.5 Turn the SLC 5/03 CPU key switch to "PROG", to "RUN", then 
to "REM (Performs a power up restart of the PLC). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. This clears the two latched dP1 and dP2 transmitter 
failure alarms. 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms are cleared by 
verifying that bits 0:4.0/3 (O-B-XMIT_FAIL-DPl), 0:4.0/4 
(O-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), 0:4.0/5 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP 12) 
are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 8 "(f)" block. 

5.5.6.6 

5.5.6.7 

5.5.6.8 

5.5.6.9 

Test,for reappearance of alarms 60 seconds afrer power up: 

5.5.6.10 Verify that when T4:8.ACC 
(POWER ON DELAY-TIMER.ACC) reaches "60", the three 
transmitter failure alarms reappear by verifying that bits 0:4.0/3 
(0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:4.0/4 (O_B_XMIT_FAIL_DP2), 
0:4.0/5 (O-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) are "1". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 8 "(g)" block. 

5.5.6.1 1 

5.5.6.12 

Re-esrablish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.6.13 Adjust the input for dP1 so that word N7:96 
(B-TRAIN-DP l_AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 
0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl) returns to "0" & when the 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit I: 1 .O/O, I-RESET) is toggled. 

Adjust the input for dP2 so that word N7:97 
(B-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 

5.5.6.14 
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0:4.0/4 (OB-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) returns to "0" 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit I: 1 .0/0, I-RESET) is toggled. 

Adjust the input for dP12 so that word N7:98 
(B-TRAIN-DP 12-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that the 
self-clearing bit 0:4.0/5 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) returns to 
"0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 8 "(h)" block. 

when the 

5.5.6.15 

5.5.6.16 

5.5.6.17 

Refer to Table 9 when performing the Train C Section 5.5.7 to 5.5.9 steps. When directed to 
veri& values, record the values in the appropriate "Actual" blocks. 

5.5.7 Bring up Data Files "00  -OUTPUT", "I1 -INPUT", "T4 - TIMER and 
"N7 - INTEGER". 

Validate that the Train C "down-scale" transmitter failure alarms function as 
expected when a fan is - not running (ref. "LAD 17 - C XMITFAIL"). 

Test for  transmitter failure alarms before power up: 

5.5.8.1 

5.5.8 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train C is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN C 
ONLINE switch to place Train C offline, if necessary). 

Adjust the inputs for dP1, dP2 and dP12, and verify that words 
N7:99 (C-TRAIN-DPI-AVG), 
N7:100 (C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG), and 
N7:101 (C-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) are less than or equal to the 
transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms exist by verifying 
that bits O:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:6.0/4 
(O-CPXMIT-FAIL-DP2), 0:6.0/5 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP 12) 
are "1". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 

5.5.8.2 

5.5.8.3 

5.5.8.4 

5.5.8.5 
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0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1 " (the fail-safe tripped 
condition is "0"). 

5.5.8.6 Initial and date the Table 9 "(a)" block. 

Test for  cleared ("Reset3 alarms <60 seconds before power up: 

Note: Steps 5.5.8.7 to 5.5.8. I0  need to be performed in less than 60 seconds. 

5.5.8.7 Turn the SLC 5/03 CPU key switch to "PROG", to "RUN", then 
to "REM" (Performs a power up restart of the PLC). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. This clears the two latched dP1 and dP2 transmitter 
failure alarms. 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms are cleared by 
verifying that bits 0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:6.0/4 
(O_C_XMIT_FAIL_DP2), 0:6.0/5 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP 12) 
are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 9 "(b)" block. 

5.5.8.8 

5.5.8.9 

5.5.8.10 

5.5.8.1 1 

Test for  reappearance of alarms 60 seconds after power up: 

5.5.8.12 Verify that when T4:8.ACC 
(POWER ON DELAY-TIMER.ACC) reaches "60", the three 
transmitter failure alarms reappear by verifying that bits 0:6.0/3 
(0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPI), 0:6.0/4 (O_C_XMIT_FAIL_DP2), 
0:6.0/5 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP 12) are " 1 ". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0 - FAN - 2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 9 "(c)" block. 

5.5.8.13 

5.5.8.14 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.8.15 Adjust the input for dP1 so that word N7:99 
(C-TRAIN-DPl-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 
0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPl) returns to "0" o& when the 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit I: 1.010, I-RESET) is toggled. 
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5.5.8.16 Adjust the input for dP2 so that wordN7:lOO 
(C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 
0:6.0/4 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) returns to "0" o& when the 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit I:l.O/O, I-RESET) is toggled. 

Adjust the input for dP12 so that wordN7:lOI 
(C-TRAIN-DPl2 AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) andthe high setpoint (17695); verify that the 
self-clearing bit 0:6.0/5 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPl2) returns to 
"0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0 - FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 9 "(d)" block. 

5.5.8.17 

5.5.8.18 

5.5.8.19 

Validate that the Train C "up-scale" transmitter failure alarms function as 
expected when a fan is - not running (ref. "LAD 17 - C XMITFAIL"). 

Test for  transmitter failure alarms before power up: 

5.5.9 

5.5.9.1 

5.5.9.2 

5.5.9.3 

5.5.9.4 

Adjust the inputs for dP1, dP2 and dP12, and verify that words 
N7:99 (C-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), 
N7:100 (CpTRAIN_DP2-AVG), and 
N7: 101 (C-TRAIN-DPl2-AVG) are greater than or equal to 
the transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
11.0002 inwg). 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms exist by verifying 
that bits 0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:6.0/4 
(O_C_XMIT_FAIL_DP2), 0:6.0/5 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP 12) 
are "I". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "I" (the fail-safe tripped 
condition is "0"). 

Initial and date the Table 9 "(e)" block. 

Test for cleared ("Reset'y alarms <60 seconds before power up: 

Note: Steps 5.5.9.5 to 5.5.9.8 need to be performed in less than 60 seconds. 

5.5.9.5 Turn the SLC 5/03 CPU key switch to "PROG", to "RUN", then 
to "REM" (Performs a power up restart of the PLC). 
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5.5.9.6 Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. This clears the two latched dP1 and dP2 transmitter 
failure alarms. 

Verify that the three transmitter failure alarms are cleared by 
verifying that bits 0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:6.0/4 
(O_C_XMIT_FAIL_DP2), 0:6.0/5 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP 12) 
are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 9 "(f)" block. 

I 

5.5.9.7 

5.5.9.8 

5.5.9.9 

Test for reappearance of alarms 60 seconds after power up. 

5.5.9.10 Verify that when T4:8.ACC 
(POWER ON DELAY-TIMER.ACC) reaches "60", the three 
transmitter fail& alarms reappear by verifying that bits 0:6.0/3 
(0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), 0:6.0/4 (O-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), 
0:6.0/5 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) are "I". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 9 "(g)" block. 

5.5.9.1 1 

5.5.9.12 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.9.13 Adjust the input for dP1 so that word N7:99 
(C-TRAIN-DPl-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 
0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP1) returns to "0" & when the 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit 1:1 .O/O, I-RESET) is toggled. 

Adjust the input for dP2 so that word N7:100 
(C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that bit 
0:6.0/4 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) returns to "0" & when the 
simulator "RESET" switch (bit I: 1 .O/O, I-RESET) is toggled. 

Adjust the input for dP12 so that wordN7:lOl 
(C-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) is between the transmitter failure low 
setpoint (2621) and the high setpoint (17695); verify that the 
self-clearing bit 0:6.0/5 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) returns to 
"0". 

5.5.9.14 

5.5.9.15 
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5.5.9.16 Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 9 "(h)" block. 5.5.9.17 

Refer to Table 10 when performing the Train A Section 5.5.10 to 5.5.12.26 steps. When 
directed to verijj values, record the values in the appropriate "Actual" blocks. 

5.5.10 Bring up Data Files "00 - OUTPUT", "I1 -INPUT", "N7 - INTEGER", and 
'"21 - EVENT LOG". 

5.5.1 1 Validate that the Train A dP1 "down-scale'' transmitter failure alarm 
functions as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 15 - A XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.1 1.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train A is not online by verifying that bit I: 1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN A 
ONLINE" switch to place Train A offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, wordN7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), and dP2, word N7:94 
(A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:2.0/3 (O_A-XMIT-FAIL-DPl) and 0:2.0/4 
(0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET" switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0 - XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0 - FAN - 2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 10 "(a)" block. 

5.5.11.2 

5.5.1 1.3 

5.5.1 1.4 

5.5.1 1.5 

5.5.1 1.6 

5.5.11.7 

Test for dPI transmitter failure alarm after f an  is started: 

5.5.1 1.8 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit 1:1.0/2 
(I-FAN-I - ON) is "1". 
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5.5.1 1.9 Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
online. Verify that Train A is online by verifying that bit I: 1.014 
(I-A-TRAIN - ONLINE) is "1". 

Adjust the input for dP1 down towards "0", and verify that word 
N7:93 (A-TRAIN-DPl AVG) is less than or equal to the 
transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the Train A dP1 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:2.0/3 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP1) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "1". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 10 "(b)" block. 

5.5.1 1.10 

5.5.1 1.1 1 

5.5.11.12 

5.5.1 1.13 

5.5.11.14 

Test for dP1 transmitter failure alarm after fan is stopped and "Reset": 

5.5.1 1.15 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit I:1.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
offline. Verify that Train A is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.0/4 (I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP1 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:2.0/3 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.5.1 1.20 Initial and date the Table 10 "(c)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log. 

5.5.11.21 

5.5.1 1.16 

5.5.11.17 

5.5.1 1.1 8 

5.5.1 1.19 

Adjust the input for dP1, wordN7:93 (A-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 
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5.5.1 1.22 Toggle bit I:I.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP1 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:2.0/3 
(0-A-XMITFAIL-DPI), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to '"21 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N21: 117 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:121 contains the low dP1 trip value (52621). 

Initial and date the Table 10 "(d)" block. 

5.5.1 1.23 

5.5.1 1.24 

5.5.1 1.25 

5.5.1 1.26 

Validate that the Train A dP1 "up-scale" transmitter failure alarm functions as 
expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 15 - A XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.12.1 

5.5.12 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train A is not online by verifying that bit I: 1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN A 
ONLINE" switch to place Train A offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, wordN7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DPI-AVG), and dP2, word N7:94 
(A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:2.0/3 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP1) and 0:2.0/4 
(0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET" switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are " 1 ". 

Initial and date the Table 10 "(e)" block. 

5.5.12.2 

5.5.12.3 

5.5.12.4 

5.5.12.5 

5.5.12.6 

5.5.12.7 
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Note: Steps 5.5.12.8 to 5.5.12.10 need to be performed in less than 120 
seconds. 

Test for  dP1 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan  is started: 

5.5.12.8 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-0N) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
online. Verify that Train A is online by verifying that bit I:l.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN - ONLINE) is " 1 ". 

Adjust the input for dP1 upwards until wordN7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DPl-AVG) is greater than or equal to the 
transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
11.0002 inwg). Verify the value in Table 10. 

Verify that the Train A dP1 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:2.0/3 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP1) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "1". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 10 "(Q" block. 

5.5.12.9 

5.5.12.10 

5.5.12.1 1 

5.5.12.12 

5.5.12.13 

5.5.12.14 

Test for dPI transmitter failure alarm ajier fan is stopped and "Reset": 

5.5.12.15 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE switch to place TrainA 
offline. Verify that Train A is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.014 (I - _  A TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:I.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP1 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:2.0/3 (O-A_XMIT-FAIL-DPI), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (O(M1T-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

5.5.12.16 

5.5.12.17 

5.5.12.18 
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5.5.12.19 Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.5.12.20 Initial and date the Table 10 "(g)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.5.12.21 Adjust the input for dP1, word N7:93 (A-TRAIN DPl AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (7670)Gd the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP1 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:2.0/3 
(O-A-XMIT_FAIL_DPl), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to "N2 1 - EVENT LOG' by verifying that N2 1 : 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:121 contains the high dP1 trip value (? 17695). 

Initial and date the Table 10 "(h)" block. 

5.5.12.22 

5.5.12.23 

5.5.12.24 

5.5.12.25 

5.5.12.26 

Refer to Table I1  whenperforming the Train A Section 5.5.13 to 5.5.15.26 steps. When 
directed to verifi values, record the values in the appropriate 'Xctual" blocks. 

5.5.13 Bring up Data Files "00 - OUTPUT", "I1 - INPUT", "N7 - INTEGER, and 
'"21 - EVENT LOG". 

5.5.14 Validate that the Train A dP2 "down-scale'' transmitter failure alarm 
functions as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 15 - A XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming rejerence condition: 

5.5.14.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I: 1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:l.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train A is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN_ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN A 
ONLINE" switch to place Train A offline, if necessary). 

5.5.14.2 
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5.5.14.3 

5.5.14.4 

5.5.14.5 

5.5.14.6 

5.5.14.7 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), and dP2, word N7:94 
(A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:2.0/3 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DPl) and 0:2.0/4 
(0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET" switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 11 "(a)" block. 

Note: Steps 5.5.14.8 to 5.5.14.10 needto be performed in less than 120 
seconds. 

Test for dP2 transmitter failure alarm after fan is started: 

5.5.14. 

5.5.14. 

5.5.14.8 

5.5.14.9 

5.5.14.10 

1 

2 

5.5.14.13 

5.5.14.14 

Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
online. Verify that Train A is online by verifying that bit I: 1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is " 1 " . 

Adjust the input for dP2 down towards "0", and verify that word 
N7:94 (A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is less than or equal to the 
transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the Train A dP2 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:2.0/4 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "1". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 11 "(b)" block. 
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Test for dP2 transmitter failure alarm after f an  is stopped and 'Xeset": 

5.5.14.15 

5.5.14.16 

5.5.14.17 

5.5.14.18 

5.5.14.19 

5.5.14.20 

Use the simulator "FAN 1 O N  switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit 1:1.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
offline. Verify that Train A is offline by verifying that bit 
I:1.0/4 (I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I: 1 .O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP2 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit O:2.0/4 (O-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits O:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 11 "(c)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.5.14.21 Adjust the input for dP2, word N7:94 (A-TRAINPDP2-AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP2 transmitter failure alarm, bit O:2.0/4 
(O-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
O:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (O-FAN_I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0 - FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "I".  

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to "N2 1 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N21: 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:122 contains the low dP2 trip value (52621). 

Initial and date the Table 11 "(d)" block 

5.5.14.22 

5.5.14.23 

5.5.14.24 

5.5.14.25 

5.5.14.26 

Validate that the Train A dP2 "up-scale'' transmitter failure alarm functions as 
expected when a fan 

5.5.1 5 
running (ref. "LAD 15 - A XMITFAIL"). 
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Establish nun-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.1 5.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I: 1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:l.0/3 (I-FAN-2-0N) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train A is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN A 
ONLINE" switch to place Train A offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DPI-AVG), and dP2, word N7:94 
(A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:2.0/3 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DPl) and 0:2.0/4 
(0-A-XMIT FAIL DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET" switch, ifnecessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 11 "(e)" block. 

5.5.15.2 

5.5.15.3 

5.5.15.4 

5.5.15.5 

5.5.15.6 

5.5.15.7 

Test fur  dP2 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan is started: 

5.5.15.8 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit I:l.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-0N) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
online. Verify that Train A is online by verifying that bit I: 1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is " 1 'I. 

Adjust the input for dP2 upwards until wordN7:94 
(A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is greater than or equal to the 
transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
1 1.0002 inwg). Verify the value in Table 1 1. 

Verify that the Train A dP2 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:2.0/4 (O-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0 - XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "1". 

5.5.15.9 

5.5.15.10 

5.5.15.1 1 

5.5.15.12 
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5.5.15.13 Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 11 "(f)" block 5.5.15.14 

Test for dP2 transmitter failure alarm after fan is stopped and "Reset": 

5.5.15.15 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
offline. Verify that Train A is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.0/4 (I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP2 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:2.0/4 (O-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 11 "(8)" block. 

5.5.15.16 

5.5.15.17 

5.5.15.18 

5.5.15.19 

5.5.15.20 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.5.15.21 

5.5.15.22 

5.5.15.23 

5.5.15.24 

5.5.15.25 

Adjust the input for dP2, word N7:94 (A_TRAIN_DP2_AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP2 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:2.0/4 
(O_A_XMIT_FAIL_DP2), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to '"21 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N21:117 
contains the year (e.g. "2000'7, N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:122 contains the high dP2 trip value (? 17695). 
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5.5.15.26 Initial and date the Table 11 "(h)" block. - 
Refer to Table 12 whenperforming the Train A Section 5.5.16 to 5.5.18.25 steps. When 
directed to veri& values, record the values in the appropriate '2ctual" blocks. 

5.5.16 

5.5.17 

Bring up Data Files "00 -OUTPUT", "I1 -INPUT", and "N7 - INTEGER". 

Validate that the Train A dP12 "down-scale'' transmitter failure alarm 
functions as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 15 - A XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.17.1 

5.5.17.2 

5.5.17.3 

5.5.17.4 

5.5.17.5 

5.5.17.6 

5.5.17.7 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I: 1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I: 1.0/3 (I-FAN-2 ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 0N"switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train A is not online by verifying that bit I:l.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN A 
ONLINE switch to place Train A offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), dP2, word N7:94 
(APTRAIN-DP2-AVG), and dP12, word N7:95 
(A-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint 
(3670) and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bit 0:2.0/5 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 12 "(a)" block. 

Test for dP12 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan is started; 

5.5.17.8 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I:l.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
online. Verify that Train A is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1" . 

5.5.17.9 
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5.5.17.10 Adjust the input for dP12 down towards "0", and verify that 
word N7:95 (A TRAIN-DP12-AVG) is less than or equal to 
the transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the Train A dP12 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:2.0/5 (O-A_XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that neither Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits O:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) remain "I".  

Initial and date the Table 12 "(b)" block. 

5.5.17.1 1 

5.5.17.12 

5.5.17.13 

5.5.17.14 

Test for dPl2 transmitter failure alarm after fan is stopped: 

5.5.17.15 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit I:l.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
offline. Verify that Train A is offline by verifying that bit 
I:l.0/4 (I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Verify that the dP12 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:2.0/5 
(O-A-XMIT-FAIL-DPl2), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is still "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are still not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 12 "(c)" block. 

5.5.17.16 

5.5.17.17 

5.5.17.1 8 

5.5.17.19 

5.5.17.20 

Re-eslablish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.17.21 Adjust the input for dP12, wordN7:95 
(ApTRAIN-DPl2-AVG), and verify that it is between the low 
dP setpoint (3670) and the high dP setpoint (10748). 

Verify that the self-clearing dP12 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:2.0/5 (0 _ _  A XMIT-FAILPDP12), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

5.5.17.22 

5.5.17.23 
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5.5.17.24 Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlock bits 0:2.0/0 
(0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 0:4.0/0 
(0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 12 "(d)" block. 

L 

5.5.17.25 

Validate that the Train A dP12 "up-scale'' transmitter failure alarm functions 
as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 15 - A XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.1 8.1 

5.5.18 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I: 1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:l.0/3 (I-FAN-2-0N) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train A is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN A 
ONLINE" switch to place Train A offline, if necessary). 

5.5.18.2 

5.5.18.3 Verify that the inputs for dP1, wordN7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), dP2, word N7:94 
(A_TRAINpDP2-AVG), and dP12, word N7:95 
(A-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint 
(3670) and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bit 0:2.0/5 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0 - XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 12 "(e)" block. 

5.5.18.4 

5.5.18.5 

5.5.18.6 

5.5.18.7 

Test for  dPI2 transmitter failure alarm after fan is started: 

5.5.18.8 Use the simulator "FAN 2 O N  switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.013 
(I-FAN-2-0N) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
online. Verify that Train A is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is " 1 ". 

Adjust the input for dP12 upwards until wordN7:95 
(A-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) is greater than or equal to the 

5.5.18.9 

5.5.18.10 
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transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
11.0002 inwg). Verify the value in Table 12. 

Verify that the Train A dP12 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:2.0/5 (0-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "I".  

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
O:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that neither Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits O:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) remain "1". 

Initial and date the Table 12 "(Q" block. 

5.5.18.1 1 

5.5.18.12 

5.5.18.13 

5.5.18.14 

Test for dP12 transmitter failure alarm after fan is stopped. 

5.5.18.15 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
offline. Verify that Train A is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.0/4 (I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Verify that the dP12 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:2.0/5 
(O-A-XMIT-FAIL-DPI2), is still "I".  

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is still "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are still not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 12 "(g)" block 

5.5.18.16 

5.5.18.17 

5.5.18.1 8 

5.5.18.19 

5.5.18.20 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.18.21 Adjust the input for dP12, wordN7:95 
(A_TRAIN_DPI2_AVG), and verify that it is between the low 
dP setpoint (3670) and the high dP setpoint (10748). 

Verify that the self-clearing dP12 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:2.0/5 (O-A-XMIT-FAIL-DP12), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

5.5.18.22 

5.5.18.23 
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5.5.18.24 Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlock bits 
0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 12 "(h)" block. 5.5.18.25 

Refer to Table 13 when performing the Train B Section 5.5.19 to 5.5.21.26 steps. When 
directed to veri& values, record the values in the appropriate "Actual" block. 

5.5.19 Bring up Data Files "00 - OUTPUT", "I1 -INPUT", "N7 - INTEGER", and 
"N2 1 - EVENT L O G .  

Validate that the Train B dP1 "down-scale'' transmitter failure alarm 
functions as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 16 - B XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.20.1 

5.5.20 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I: 1.0/2 (I-FAN-I-ON) and I: 1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train B is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/5 
(I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN B 
ONLINE" switch to place Train B offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, wordN7:96 
(B-TRAIN-DP1-AVG), and dP2, word N7:97 
(B-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP1) and 0:4.0/4 
(0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 13 "(a)" block. 

5.5.20.2 

5.5.20.3 

5.5.20.4 

5.5.20.5 

5.5.20.6 

5.5.20.7 

Test for dPI transmitter failure alarm after fan is started: 

5.5.20.8 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I:l.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "1". 
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5.5.20.9 Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
online. Verify that Train B is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/5 
(I-B-TRAIN - ONLINE) is "I".  

Adjust the input for dP1 down towards "0", and verify that word 
N7:96 (B TRAIN-DPl-AVG) is less than or equal to the 
transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the Train B dP1 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPI) is "I".  

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "I" .  

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 13 "(b)" block 

5.5.20.10 

5.5.20.1 1 

5.5.20.12 

5.5.20.13 

5.5.20.14 

Test for dP1 transmitlerfailure alarm after fan is stopped and "Reset". 

5.5.20.15 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit I:l.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
offline. Verify that Train B is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.0/5 (I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP1 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), is still "I".  

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.5.20.20 Initial and date the Table 13 "(c)" block 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log. 

5.5.20.21 

5.5.20.16 

5.5.20.17 

5.5.20.18 

5.5.20.19 

Adjust the input for dP1, word N7:96 (B-TRAIN-DP1-AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 
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5.5.20.22 Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP1 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:4.0/3 
(0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPI), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are " 1 ". 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to "N2 1 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N21: 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:124 contains the low dP1 trip value (5 2621). 

Initial and date the Table 13 "(d)" block 

5.5.20.23 

5.5.20.24 

5.5.20.25 

5.5.20.26 

Validate that the Train B dP1 "up-scale'' transmitter failure alarm functions as 
expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 16 - B XMITFAIL"). 

Esstablish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.21.1 

5.5.21 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train B is not online by verifying that bit I: 1.0/5 
(I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN B 
ONLINE" switch to place Train B offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, wordN7:96 
(B-TRAIh-DPl-AVG), and dP2, word N7:97 
(B-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl) and 0:4.0/4 
(0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET" switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 13 "(e)" block. 

5.5.21.2 

5.5.21.3 

5.5.21.4 

5.5.21.5 

5.5.21.6 

5.5.21.7 
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Note: Steps 5.5.21.8 to 5.5.21.10 need to be performed in less than 120 
seconds. 

Test for  dPI transmitter,failure alarm after fan is started: 

5.5.21.8 

5.5.21.9 

5.5.21.10 

5.5.21.11 

5.5.21.12 

5.5.21.13 

5.5.21.14 

Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/3 
(I-FAN2-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
online. Verify that Train B is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/5 
(IB-TRAIN - ONLINE) is "1". 

Adjust the input for dP1 upwards until word N7:96 
(B-TRAIN-DPl-AVG) is greater than or equal to the 
transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
11.0002 inwg). Verify the value in Table 13. 

Verify that the Train B dP1 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "1". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 13 "(f))" block 

Test for  dPI transmitter failure alarm after fan is stopped and "Reset". 

5.5.21.15 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I:l.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
offline. Verify that Train B is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.015 (I _ _  B TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP1 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

5.5.21.16 

5.5.21.17 

5.5.21.18 
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5.5.21.19 Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.5.21.20 Initial and date the Table 13 "(g)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log. 

5.5.21.21 

- 

Adjust the input for dP1, word N7:96 (B TRAIN DPI AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670)and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Toggle bit I: 1 .O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP1 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:4.0/3 
(O-B-XMIT-FAIL_DPl), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1 ". 

5.5.21.22 

5.5.21.23 

5.5.21.24 

.- 

a 

5.5.21.25 Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to '"21 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N2 1 : 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21: 124 contains the high dP1 trip value (1 17695). 

Initial and date the Table 13 "(h)" block. 5.5.21.26 

Refer to Table 14 when performing the Train B Section 5.5.22 to 5.5.24.26steps. When 
directed to verijj values, record the values in the appropriate 'Xctual" blocks. 

5.5.22 Bring up Data Files "00 -OUTPUT", "I1 -INPUT", "N7 - INTEGER, and 
'"21 - EVENT LOG". 

5.5.23 Validate that the Train B dP2 "down-scale" transmitter failure alarm 
functions as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 16 - B XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.23.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-I-ON) and L1.013 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train B is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/5 
(IB-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN B 
ONLINE" switch to place Train B offline, if necessary). 

5.5.23.2 
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5.5.23.3 Verify that the inputs for dP1, wordN7:96 
(B-TRAIb-DPI-AVG), and dP2, word N7:97 
(B-TRAIh-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl) and 0:4.0/4 
(0-B-XMIT FAIL DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET" switch, ifnecessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 14 "(a)" block 

c. 

5.5.23.4 

5.5.23.5 

5.5.23.6 

5.5.23.7 

Note: Steps 5.5.23.8 to 5.5 23.10 need to be performed in less than 120 
seconds. 

Test for dP2 transmitter failure alarm after fan is started: 

5.5.23.8 Use the simulator "FAN 1 O N  switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place TrainB 
online. Verify that Train B is online by verifying that bit I:l.0/5 
(IB-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1" . 

Adjust the input for dP2 down towards "0", and verify that word 
N7:97 (B-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is less than or equal to the 
transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the Train B dP2 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:4.0/4 (OB-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) is " 1 ". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "1". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 14 "(b)" block, 

5.5.23.9 

5.5.23.10 

5.5.23.11 

5.5.23.12 

5.5.23.1 3 

5.5.23.14 

Test for dP2 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan is stopped and '%Reset''. 
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5.5.23.15 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit I:l.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
offline. Verify that Train B is offline by verifying that bit 
I:l.0/5 (I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP2 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:4.0/4 (O_B_XMIT_FAIL_DP2), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.5.23.20 Initial and date the Table 14 "(c)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.5.23.21 

5.5.23.16 

5.5.23.17 

5.5.23.18 

5.5.23.19 

Adjust the input for dP2, word N7:97 (B-TRAIb-DP2-AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP2 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:4.0/4 
(O-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to "N2 1 - EVENT L O G  by verifying that N21: 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21: 125 contains the low dP2 trip value (5 2621). 

Initial and date the Table 14 "(d)" block 

5.5.23.22 

5.5.23.23 

5.5.23.24 

5.5.23.25 

5.5.23.26 

Validate that the Train B dP2 "up-scale" transmitter failure alarm functions as 
expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 16 - B XMITFAIL"). 

5.5.24 
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Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.24.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I: 1.0/2 (I-FAN-1 ON) and I :  1.0/3 (I-FAN _ -  2 ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 O N  and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train B is not online by verifying that bit I: 1.0/5 
(I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN B 
ONLINE" switch to place Train B offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:96 
(B-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), and dP2, word N7:97 
(B-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:4.0/3 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl) and 0:4.0/4 
(0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET" switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 14 "(e)" block. 

5.5.24.2 

5.5.24.3 

5.5.24.4 

5.5.24.5 

5.5.24.6 

5.5.24.7 

Test for dP2 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan is started: 

5.5.24.8 Use the simulator "FAN 2 O N  switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit I:l.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-0N) is "1" 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE switch to place Train B 
online. Verify that Train B is online by verifying that bit I:l.0/5 
(I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1" 

Adjust the input for dP2 upwards until word N7:97 
(B-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is greater than or equal to the 
transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
11.0002 inwg). Verify the value in Table 14. 

Verify that the Train B dP2 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:4.0/4 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) is "1 ". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "1". 

5.5.24.9 

5.5.24.10 

5.5.24.1 1 

5.5.24.12 
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5.5.24.13 Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 14 "(Q" block. 5.5.24.14 

Test for dP2 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan is stopped and "Reset". 

5.5.24.15 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I:1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
offline. Verify that Train B is offline by verifying that bit 
I:l.0/5 (IB-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP2 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:4.0/4 (O-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.5.24.20 Initial and date the Table 14 "(g)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log. 

5.5.24.21 

5.5.24.16 

5.5.24.17 

5.5.24.18 

5.5.24.19 

Adjust the input for dP2, word N7:97 (B_TRAIN_DP2_AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP2 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:4.0/4 
(O-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to '"21 - EVENT LOG' by verifying that N21: 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000'7, N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:125 contains the high dP2 trip value (? 17695). 

5.5.24.22 

5.5.24.23 

5.5.24.24 

5.5.24.25 
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5.5.24.26 Initial and date the Table 14 "(h)" block. 
.- 

I 

Refer to Table 15 when performing the Train B Section 5.5.25 to 5.5.27.25 steps. When 
directed to veri& values, record the values in the appropriate "Actual" blocks. 

5.5.25 

5.5.26 

Bring up Data Files "00 -OUTPUT", "I1 -INPUT", and "N7 - INTEGER'. 

Validate that the Train B dP12 "down-scale'' transmitter failure alarm 
functions as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 16 - B XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.26.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-0N) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train B is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/5 
(I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN B 
ONLINE" switch to place Train B offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:96 
(B-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), dP2, word N7:97 
(B-TRAIb-DP2-AVG), and dP12, word N7:98 
(B-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint 
(3670) and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bit 0:4.0/5 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 15 "(a)" block. 

5.5.26.2 

5.5.26.3 

5.5.26.4 

5.5.26.5 

5.5.26.6 

5.5.26.7 

Test,for dP12 transmitter failure alarm ajier f an  is started: 

5.5.26.8 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I:l.O/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE switch to place Train B 
online. Verify that Train B is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/5 
(IB-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1" . 

5.5.26.9 
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5.5.26.10 Adjust the input for dP12 down towards "0", and verify that 
word N7:98 (B-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) is less than or equal to 
the transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the Train B dP12 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:4.0/5 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that neither Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) remain "1". 

Initial and date the Table 15 "(b)" block. 

5.5.26.1 1 

5.5.26.12 

5.5.26.13 

5.5.26.14 

Test,for dP12 transmitter,failure alarm after fan is stopped: 

5.5.26.15 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit I:l.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
offline. Verify that Train B is offline by verifying that bit 
I:1.0/5 (I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Verify that the dP12 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:4.0/5 
(O-B-XMIT-FAIL-DPl2), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is still "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are still not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 15 "(c)" block. 

5.5.26.16 

5.5.26.17 

5.5.26.1 8 

5.5.26.19 

5.5.26.20 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.26.21 Adjust the input for dP12, word N7:98 
(B-TRAIN-DP12-AVG), and verify that it is between the low 
dP setpoint (3670) and the high dP setpoint (10748). 

Verify that the self-clearing dP12 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:4.0/5 (O_B-XMIT-FAIL-DP12), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

5.5.26.22 

5.5.26.23 
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5.5.26.24 Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlock bits 0:2.0/0 
(0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 0:4.0/0 
(0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still " 1 'I. 

Initial and date the Table 15 "(d)" block. 5.5.26.25 

Validate that the Train B dP12 "up-scale" transmitter failure alarm functions 
as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 16 - B XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.27.1 

5.5.27 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I : ]  ,012 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train B is not online by verifying that bit I: 1.0/5 
(IB-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN B 
ONLINE" switch to place Train B offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:96 
(B-TRAIN DP1 AVG), dP2, word N7:97 
(B-TRAINIDP2IAVG) , and dP12, word N7:98 
(B-TRAIN-DPI 2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint 
(3670) and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bit 0:4.0/5 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 15 "(e)" block. 

5.5.27.2 

5.5.27.3 

5.5.27.4 

5.5.27.5 

5.5.27.6 

5.5.27.7 

Test for dP12 transmitter failure alarm after f an  is sfarted: 

5.5.27.8 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit I:l.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
online. Verify that Train B is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/5 
(IB-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1". 

Adjust the input for dP12 upwards until word N7:98 
(B-TRAIN-DPI2-AVG) is greater than or equal to the 

5.5.27.9 

5.5.27.10 
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transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
11.0002 inwg). Verify the value in Table 15. 

Verify that the Train B dP12 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:4.0/5 (0-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that neither Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O_FAN_2_INTERLOCK) remain "1 "_ 

Initial and date the Table 15 "(f)" block. 

5.5.27.1 1 

5.5.27.12 

5.5.27.13 

5.5.27.14 

Test for dPl2 transmitter failure alarm after fan is stopped: 

5.5.27.15 

5.5.27.16 

5.5.27.17 

5.5.27.18 

5.5.27.19 

5.5.27.20 

Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-0N) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
offline. Verify that Train B is offline by verifying that bit 
I :  1.0/5 (I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Verify that the dP12 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:4.0/5 
(O-B-XMIT_FAIL_DP12), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is still "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are still not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 15 "(g)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.27.21 Adjust the input for dP12, wordN7:98 
(B-TRAIN-DP12 AVG), and verify that it is between the low 
dP setpoint (3670)and the high dP setpoint (10748). 

Verify that the self-clearing dP12 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:4.0/5 (O-B-XMIT-FAIL-DP12), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (O-XMIT_FAlL-ALARM) remains "0". 

5.5.27.22 

5.5.27.23 
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5.5.27.24 Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlock bits 
0:2.0/0 (0 FAN 1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O~FAN~2-INTERLOCK) are still "1". 

Initial and date the Table 15 "(h)" block. 5.5.27.25 

Refer to Table 16 when performing the Train CSection 5.5.28 to 5.5.30.26 steps. When 
directed to verifv values, record the values in the appropriate '2ctual" blocks. 

5.5.28 Bring up Data Files "00 - OUTPUT", "I1 - INPUT", "N7 - INTEGER", and 
'"21 - EVENT LOG". 

5.5.29 Validate that the Train C dP1 "down-scale'' transmitter failure alarm 
functions as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 17 - C XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.29.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train C is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN C 
ONLINE" switch to place Train C offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:99 
(C-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), and dP2, word N7: 100 
(C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP1) and 0:6.0/4 
(0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET" switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are " 1 'I. 

Initial and date the Table 16 "(a)" block. 

5.5.29.2 

5.5.29.3 

5.5.29.4 

5.5.29.5 

5.5.29.6 

5.5.29.7 

Test for dPI transmitter failure alarm after fan is started. 

5.5.29.8 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I:l.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "1". 
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5.5.29.9 Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
online. Verify that Train C is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "I  ". 

Adjust the input for dP1 down towards "0", and verify that word 
N7:99 (C-TRAIN-DPl-AVG) is less than or equal to the 
transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the Train C dP1 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that hit 0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPI) is "I".  

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (O_XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "I". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0 FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTEEOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 16 "(b)" block. 

5.5.29.10 

5.5.29.1 1 

5.5.29.12 

5.5.29.13 

5.5.29.14 

Test for  dP1 transmitter failure alarm after fan is stopped and 'Xeset". 

5.5.29.15 

5.5.29.16 

5.5.29.17 

5.5.29.18 

5.5.29.19 

5.5.29.20 

Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/2 
(I-FAN-I-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
offline. Verify that Train C is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.0/6 (I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I: 1 .O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP1 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPI), is still "I" .  

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 16 "(c)" block 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.5.29.21 Adjust the input for dP1, word N7:99 (C-TRAIN-DP1-AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (1 0748). 
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5.5.29.22 Toggle bit I:I.O/O (I RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP1 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:6.0/3 
(0-C-XMIT-FAIL - DPl), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to "N2 1 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N2 1 : 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000'7, N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:127 contains the low dP1 trip value (5 2621). 

Initial and date the Table 16 "(d)" block. 

5.5.29.23 

5.5.29.24 

5.5.29.25 

5.5.29.26 

Validate that the Train C dP1 "up-scale'' transmitter failure alarm functions as 
expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 17 - C XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition. 

5.5.30.1 

5.5.30 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and 1:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train C is not online by verifying that bit 1:1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN C 
ONLINE" switch to place Train C offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:99 
(C-TRAIN-DP1-AVG), and dP2, word N7:100 
(C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (1 0748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP1) and 0:6.0/4 
(0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET" switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 16 "(e)" block. 

5.5.30.2 

5.5.30.3 

5.5.30.4 

5.5.30.5 

5.5.30.6 

5.5.30.7 
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Note: Steps 5.5.30.8 to 5.5.30.10 need to be performed in less than 120 
seconds. 

Test for dP1 transmitier failure alarm after f an  is started: 

5.5.30.8 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
online. Verify that Train C is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1 ". 

Adjust the input for dP1 upwards until word N7:99 
(C-TRAIN DPl-AVG) is greater than or equal to the 
transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
11.0002 inwg). Verify the value in Table 16. 

Verify that the Train C dP1 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP1) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "1". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 16 "(f)" block. 

5.5.30.9 

5.5.30.10 

5.5.30.1 1 

5.5.30.12 

5.5.30.13 

5.5.30.14 

Test for dP1 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan  is stopped and "Reset". 

5.5.30.15 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE switch to place Train C 
offline. Verify that Train C is offline by verifying that bit 
I:1.0/6 (I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP1 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

5.5.30.16 

5.5.30.17 

5.5.30.18 
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5.5.30.19 Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that hits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "I".  

5.5.30.20 Initial and date the Table 16 "(g)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.5.30.21 Adjust the input for dP1, wordN7:99 (C-TRAIN DPl AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670)Ld the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the sirnulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP1 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:6.0/3 
(0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPl), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to '"21 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N21: 117 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:127 contains the high dP1 trip value (1 17695). 

Initial and date the Table 16 "(h)" block. 

5.5.30.22 

5.5.30.23 

5.5.30.24 

5.5.30.25 

5.5.30.26 

Refer to Table I 7  when performing the Train C Section 5.5.31 to 5.5.33.26 steps. When 
directed to verIfv values, record the values in the appropriate "Actual" blocks. 

5.5.31 Bring up Data Files "00 -OUTPUT", "I1 -INPUT", "N7 - INTEGER", and 
'"21 - EVENT LOG". 

Validate that the Train C dP2 "down-scale'' transmitter failure alarm 
functions as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 17 - C XMITFAIL"). 

5.5.32 

Establish non-alarming reference condition. 

5.5.32.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits 1:1.0/2 (I-FAN-]_ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train C is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN C 
ONLINE" switch to place Train C offline, if necessary). 

5.5.32.2 
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5.5.32.3 Verify that the inputs for dP1, wordN7:99 
(C-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), and dP2, word N7:100 
(C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DPl) and 0:6.0/4 
(0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET" switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 17 "(a)" block. 

5.5.32.4 

5.5.32.5 

5.5.32.6 

5.5.32.7 

Note: Steps 5.5.32.8 to 5.5.32.10 need to be performed in less than 120 
seconds. 

Test for dP2 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan is started: 

5.5.32.8 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE switch to place Train C 
online. Verify that Train C is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1" . 

Adjust the input for dP2 down towards "0", and verify that word 
N7:100 (C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is less than or equal to the 
transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the Train C dP2 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:6.0/4 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "1". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 17 "(b)" block. 

5.5.32.9 

5.5.32.10 

5.5.32.1 1 

5.5.32.12 

5.5.32.13 

5.5.32.14 
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Test for dP2 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan is stopped and "Reset". 

5.5.32.15 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit I:  1.0/2 
(I-FAN-I-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
offline. Verify that Train C is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.0/6 (I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP2 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:6.0/4 (O-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.5.32.20 Initial and date the Table 17 "(c)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log. 

5.5.32.21 

5.5.32.16 

5.5.32.17 

5.5.32.18 

5.5.32.19 

Adjust the input for dP2, word N7:100 (C_TRAIN_DP2_AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP2 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:6.0/4 
(O-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to '"21 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N2 1 : 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:128 contains the low dP2 trip value (5 2621). 

Initial and date the Table 17 "(d)" block. 

5.5.32.22 

5.5.32.23 

5.5.32.24 

5.5.32.25 

5.5.32.26 

Validate that the Train C dP2 "up-scale'' transmitter failure alarm functions as 
expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 17 - C XMITFAIL"). 

5.5.33 
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Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.33.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train C is not online by verifying that bit I: 1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN C 
ONLINE" switch to place Train C offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:99 
(C-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), and dP2, word N7:100 
(C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:6.0/3 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP1) and 0:6.0/4 
(0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator 
"RESET" switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 17 "(e)" block. 

5.5.33.2 

5.5.33.3 

5.5.33.4 

5.5.33.5 

5.5.33.6 

5.5.33.7 

Test for dP2 transmitter failure alarm after fan is started: 

5.5.33.8 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit I:l.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-0N) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
online. Verify that Train C is online by verifying that bit I: 1.016 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is " 1 'I. 

Adjust the input for dP2 upwards until word N7:100 
(C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is greater than or equal to the 
transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
11.0002 inwg). Verify the value in Table 17. 

Verify that the Train C dP2 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:6.0/4 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2) is "1 ". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "1". 

5.5.33.9 

5.5.33.10 

5.5.33.1 1 

5.5.33.12 
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5.5.33.13 Verify that both Fan I and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 17 "(Q" block. 5.5.33.14 

Test for  dP2 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan is stopped and "Reset": 

5.5.33.15 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I:l.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
offline. Verify that Train C is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.0/6 (I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the latched dP2 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:6.0/4 (O-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP2), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.5.33.20 Initial and date the Table 17 "(g)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.5.33.16 

5.5.33.17 

5.5.33.18 

5.5.33.19 

5.5.33.21 

5.5.33.22 

5.5.33.23 

5.5.33.24 

5.5.33.25 

Adjust the input for dP2, word N7:100 (C_TRAIN_DP2_AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Toggle bit I:l .O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the dP2 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:6.0/4 
(O_C_XMIT_FAIL_DP2), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks remain not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to '"21 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N21: 117 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:128 contains the high dP2 trip value (2 17695). 
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5.5.33.26 Initial and date the Table 17 "(h)" block. - 
Refer to Table 18 when performing the Train CSection 5.5.34 to 5.5.36.25 steps. When 
directed to veri& values, record the values in the appropriate '2ctual" blocks. 

5.5.34 

5.5.35 

Bring up Data Files "00 - OUTPUT", "I1 -INPUT", and "N7 - INTEGER. 

Validate that the Train C dP12 "down-scale'' transmitter failure alarm 
functions as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 17 - C XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.35.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:l.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I: 1.0/3 (I-FAN-2 ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 0N"switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train C is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN C 
ONLINE" switch to place Train C offline, if necessary). 

5.5.35.2 

5.5.35.3 Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:99 
(C-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), dP2, word N7:100 
(CpTRAIN_DP2-AVG), and dP12, wordN7:lOl 
(C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bit 0:6.0/5 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 18 "(a)" block. 

5.5.35.4 

5.5.35.5 

5.5.35.6 

5.5.35.7 

Test for dP12 transmitter failure alarm after fan is started: 

5.5.35.8 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to tum Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
online. Verify that Train C is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is " 1 " . 

5.5.35.9 
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5.5.35.10 Adjust the input for dP12 down towards "0", and verify that 
word N7:101 (C-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) is less than or equal to 
the transmitter failure low setpoint of 2621 (corresponds to 
-0.5005 inwg). 

Verify that the Train C dP12 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:6.0/5 (O-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that neither Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) remain "1". 

Initial and date the Table 18 "(b)" block. 

5.5.35.1 1 

5.5.35.12 

5.5.35.13 

5.5.35.14 

Test for  dPl2 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan  is stopped. 

5.5.35.15 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit I:1.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE switch to place Train C 
offline. Verify that Train C is offline by verifying that bit 
I:1.0/6 (I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Verify that the dP12 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:6.0/5 
(O-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP12), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0 - XMIT - FAIL-ALARM) is still "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are still not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are " 1 ". 

Initial and date the Table 18 "(c)" block. 

5.5.35.16 

5.5.35.17 

5.5.35.18 

5.5.35.19 

5.5.35.20 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.35.21 Adjust the input for dP12, word N7:101 
(C-TRAIN-DPl2-AVG), and verify that it is between the low 
dP setpoint (3670) and the high dP setpoint (10748). 

Verify that the self-clearing dP12 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:6.0/5 (O-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP12), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

5.5.35.22 

5.5.35.23 
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5.5.35.24 Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlock bits 0:2.0/0 
(0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 0:4.0/0 
(O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are still "1 ". 

Initial and date the Table 18 "(d)" block. 5.5.35.25 

Validate that the Train C dP12 "up-scale'' transmitter failure alarm functions 
as expected when a fan - is running (ref. "LAD 17 - C XMITFAIL"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.5.36.1 

5.5.36 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train C is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN C 
ONLINE" switch to place Train C offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:99 
(C-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), dP2, word N7:100 
(C_TRAIN_DP2_AVG), and dP12, word N7:101 
(C-TRAIN-DP 12-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint 
(3670) and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bit 0:6.0/5 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0 - XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 18 "(e)" block. 

5.5.36.2 

5.5.36.3 

5.5.36.4 

5.5.36.5 

5.5.36.6 

5.5.36.7 

Test for dP12 transmitter failure alarm after fan is started: 

5.5.36.8 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit I:l.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
online. Verify that Train C is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1". 

Adjust the input for dP12 upwards until wordN7:lOl 
(C-TRAIN-DP12-AVG) is greater than or equal to the 

5.5.36.9 

5.5.36.10 
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transmitter failure high setpoint of 17695 (corresponds to 
11.0002 inwg). Verify the value in Table 18. 

Verify that the Train C dP12 transmitter failure alarm exists by 
verifying that bit 0:6.0/5 (0-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP12) is "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

Verify that neither Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits O:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) remain "1 ". 

Initial and date the Table 18 "(Q" block. 

-. 

5.5.36.1 1 

5.5.36.12 

5.5.36.13 

5.5.36.14 

Test for dP12 transmitter failure alarm afrer fan is stopped. 

5.5.36.15 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I:1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "0". 

5.5.36.16 Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
offline. Verify that Train C is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.016 (I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Verify that the dP12 transmitter failure alarm, bit 0:6.0/5 
(O-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP12), is still "1". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) is still "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are still not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 18 "(g)" block. 

5.5.36.17 

5.5.36.18 

5.5.36.19 

5.5.36.20 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions: 

5.5.36.21 Adjust the input for dP12, wordN7:lOl 
(C_TRAIN_DP12_AVG), and verify that it is between the low 
dP setpoint (3670) and the high dP setpoint (10748). 

Verify that the self-clearing dP12 transmitter failure alarm, 
bit 0:6.0/5 (O-C-XMIT-FAIL-DP12), is now "0". 

Verify that the Transmitter Failure Alarm Annunciator bit 
0:2.0/6 (0-XMIT-FAIL-ALARM) remains "0". 

5.5.36.22 

5.5.36.23 
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The dP1 high alarm setpoint is at a PLC reading of 10748 (corresponding to 13.12 mA or 
5.7000 inwg). The dP2 low alarm setpoint is at a PLC reading of 3670 (corresponding to 
4.48 mA or 0.2998 inwg). 

Two minutes after any fan startup, any dP1 high or dP2 low alarm condition for the online 
filter train results in illuminating the local panel lamp, setting off the corresponding dP1 
high or dP2 low control room annunciator, and tripping the interlock which shuts down the 
fan. This "trip event" is stored in an "Event Log" memory region in the PLC. The dP1 high 
and dP2 low outputs to the lamps and annunciators are latched, requiring the local panel 
RESET to be depressed before any fan can be restarted. The RESET will clear the alarm 
indications, but, if the alarm condition has not been cleared, the fan interlock would again 
trip two minutes after the fan is restarted. 

Refer to Table 19 when performing the Train A Section 5.6.1 to 5.6.3.23 steps. When 
directed to verifv values, record the values in the appropriate '%Actual" blocks. 

5.6.1 Bring up Data Files "00 - OUTPUT", "I1 - INPUT", "T4 - TIMER", 
"N7 - INTEGER", and '"21 - EVENT L O G .  

5.6.2 Validate that the Train A High dP1 alarm functions as expected when a fan is 
running (ref. "LAD 12 - A ALARMS"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.6.2.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train A is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN A 
ONLINE" switch to place Train A offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), and dP2, word N7:94 
(A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:2.0/1 (0-A-HIGH-DPI) and 0:2.0/2 
(O_A-LOW-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator "RESET" 
switch, if necessary. 

5.6.2.2 

5.6.2.3 

5.6.2.4 
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5.6.2.5 Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) and the Low dP Alarm Annunciator 
bit O:4.0/6 (0-LOW-DP-ALARM) are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits O:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 19 "(a)" block. 

5.6.2.6 

5.6.2.7 

Test for dPI high alarm I20 seconds afrer fan is started: 

5.6.2.8 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE switch to place Train A 
online. Verify that Train A is online by verifying that bit I:l.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1". 

Adjust the input for dP1 upwards until word N7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DP1 AVG) is greater than or equal to the dP1 high 
setpoint of 10748(corresponds to 5.7000 inwg). Verify the 
value in Table 19. 

After T4:2 (FAN-ON-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, and after 
T4:3 (A-TRAIN-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, then verify that 
the Train A High dP1 alarm exists by verifying that bit 0:2.0/1 
(0-A-HIGH-DPI) is "1". 

Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) is "1". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 19 "(b)" block. 

5.6.2.9 

5.6.2.10 

5.6.2.1 1 

5.6.2.12 

5.6.2.13 

5.6.2.14 

Test for dP1 high alarm afrerfan is stopped and "Reset": 

5.6.2.15 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit I:1.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
offline. Verify that Train A is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.0/4 (I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

5.6.2.16 
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5.6.2.17 Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the high dP1 alarm, bit 0:2.0/1 
(0-A-HIGH-DPI), is "0". 

Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-I-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.6.2.20 Initial and date the Table 19 "(c)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.6.2.21 

- 
5.6.2.18 

5.6.2.19 

Adjust the input for dP1, wordN7:93 (A-TRAIb-DPI AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint ( 3 6 7 0 ) i d  the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to "N2 1 - EVENT LOG' by verifying that N21: 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:121 contains the high dP1 trip value (1 10748). 

5.6.2.22 

.- 5.6.2.23 

Validate that the Train A Low dP2 alarm functions as expected when a fan is 
running (ref. "LAD 12 - A ALARMS"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.6.3.1 

Initial and date the Table 19 "(d)" block. 

5.6.3 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I: 1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I: 1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-0N) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train A is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN A 
ONLINE" switch to place Train A offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, wordN7:93 
(A-TRAIN-DP1-AVG), and dP2, word N7:94 
(A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:2.0/1 (0-A-HIGH-DP1) and 0:2.0/2 
(0-A-LOW-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator "RESET" 
switch, if necessary. 

5.6.3.2 

5.6.3.3 

5.6.3.4 
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5.6.3.5 Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) and the Low dP Alarm Annunciator 
bit 0:4.0/6 (0-LOW-DP-ALARM) are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 19 "(e)" block. 

5.6.3.6 

5.6.3.7 

Test for dP2 low alarm I20 seconds after fan is started: 

5.6.3.8 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit 1:1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
online. Verify that Train A is online by verifying that bit I:1.0/4 
(I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1 'I. 

Adjust the input for dP2 down towards "0", and verify that word 
N7:94 (A-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is less than or equal to the dP2 
low setpoint of 3670 (corresponds to 0.2998 inwg). Verify the 
value in Table 19. 

After T4:2 (FAN-ON-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, and after 
T4:3 (A TRAIN-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, then verify that 
the Train A Low dP2 alarm exists by verifying that bit 0:2.0/2 
(0-A-LOW-DP1) is "1". 

Verify that the Low dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/6 
(0-LOW-DP-ALARM) is "1". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 19 "(Q" block. 

5.6.3.9 

5.6.3.10 

5.6.3.1 1 

5.6.3.12 

5.6.3.13 

5.6.3.14 

Test for dP2 low alarm after fan is stopped and Veset": 

5.6.3.15 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I:l.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE" switch to place Train A 
offline. Verify that Train A is offline by verifying that bit 
I :  1.0/4 (I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

5.6.3.16 
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5.6.3.17 Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the low dP2 alarm, bit 0:2.0/2 
(0-A-LOW-DPl), is "0". 

Verify that the Low dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/6 
(OLOW-DP-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are " 1 ". 

5.6.3.20 Initial and date the Table 19 "(g)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.6.3.21 

- 

5.6.3.18 

5.6.3.19 

Adjust the input for dP2, word N7:94 (A_TRAIN_DP2_AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to "N2 1 - EVENT L O G  by verifying that N21: 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000'7, N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:122 contains the low dP2 trip value (5 3670). 

5.6.3.22 

.- 

5.6.3.23 Initial and date the Table 19 "(h)" block. 

Refer to Table 20 when performing the Train B Section 5.6.4 to 5.6.6.23 steps. When 
directed to verrfv values, record the values in the appropriate 'Yctual" blocks. 

5.6.4 Bring up Data Files "00 -OUTPUT", "I1 -INPUT", "T4 - TIMER", 
"N7 - INTEGER', and '"21 - EVENT L O G .  

Validate that the Train B High dP1 alarm functions as expected when a fan is 
running (ref. "LAD 13 - B ALARMS"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.6.5.1 

5.6.5 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I: 1.0/2 (I-FAN-I-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-0N) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train B is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/5 
(IB-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN B 
ONLINE" switch to place Train B offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:96 
(B-TRAIN-DPI-AVG), and dP2, word N7:97 
(B-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 

5.6.5.2 

5.6.5.3 
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and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:4.0/1 (OB-HIGH-DP1) and 0:4.0/2 
(0-B-LOW-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator "RESET" 
switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) and the Low dP Alarm Annunciator 
bit 0:4.0/6 (0-LOW-DP-ALARM) are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.010 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 20 "(a)" block. 

5.6.5.4 

5.6.5.5 

5.6.5.6 

5.6.5.7 

Test for dPI high alarm 120 seconds after fan is started: 

5.6.5.8 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I:l.0/2 
(I-FAN-l_ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
online. Verify that Train B is online by verifying that bit I :  1.015 
(I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is " 1 ". 

Adjust the input for dP1 upwards until wordN7:96 
(B-TRAIN-DPl-AVG) is greater than or equal to the dP1 high 
setpoint of 10748 (corresponds to 5.7000 inwg). Verify the 
value in Table 20. 

After T4:2 (FAN-ON-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, and after 
T4:4 (B-TRAIN-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, then verify that 
the Train B High dP1 alarm exists by verifying that bit 0:4.0/1 
(0-B-HIGH-DPl) is "1". 

Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) is "1". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-1NTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 20 "(b)" block. 

5.6.5.9 

5.6.5.10 

5.6.5.1 1 

5.6.5.12 

5.6.5.13 

5.6.5.14 
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Test for  dP1 high alarm after f an  is stopped and Teset": 

5.6.5.15 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit I:1.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
offline. Verify that Train B is offline by verifying that bit 
I:l.0/5 (I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the high dP1 alarm, bit 0:4.0/1 
(0-B-HIGH-DPl), is "0". 

Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0 - FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.6.5.20 Initial and date the Table 20 "(c)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.6.5.21 

5.6.5.16 

5.6.5.17 

5.6.5.18 

5.6.5.19 

Adjust the input for dP1, word N7:96 (B-TRAN-DPl-AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to "N2 1 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N21: 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:124 contains the high dP1 trip value (> 10748). 

Initial and date the Table 20 "(d)" block. 

5.6.5.22 

5.6.5.23 

Validate that the Train B Low dP2 alarm functions as expected when a fan is 
running (ref. "LAD 13 - B ALARMS"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.6.6.1 

5.6.6 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-0N) are "0" 
(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train B is not online by verifying that bit I:1.0/5 
(I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN B 
ONLINE" switch to place Train B offline, if necessary). 

5.6.6.2 
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5.6.6.3 Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:96 
(B-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), and dP2, word N7:97 
(B-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:4.0/1 (OB-HIGH-DPl) and 0:4.0/2 
(0-B-LOW-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator "RESET" 
switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) and the Low dP Alarm Annunciator 
bit 0:4.0/6 (0-LOW-DP-ALARM) are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are " 1 ' I .  

Initial and date the Table 20 "(e)" block. 

5.6.6.4 

5.6.6.5 

5.6.6.6 

5.6.6.7 

Testfor dP2 low alarm 120 seconds afrer fan is started: 

5.6.6.8 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-0N) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
online. Verify that Train B is online by verifying that bit I: 1.0/5 
(I-B-TRAIN-ONLINE) is " 1". 

Adjust the input for dP2 down towards "0", and verify that word 
N7:97 (B-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is less than or equal to the dP2 
low setpoint of 3670 (corresponds to 0.2998 inwg). Verify the 
value in Table 20. 

After T4:2 (FAN-ON-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, and after 
T4:4 (B TRAIN-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, then verify that 
the Train B Low dP2 alarm exists by verifying that bit 0:4.0/2 
(O_B-LOW_DPI) is "1". 

Verify that the Low dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/6 
(0-LOW-DP-ALARM) is "1". 

Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 20 "(Q" block. 

5.6.6.9 

5.6.6.10 

5.6.6.1 1 

5.6.6.12 

5.6.6.13 

5.6.6.14 
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Testfor dP2 low alarm after fan is stopped and 'Xeset". 

5.6.6.15 Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I:l.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-0N) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN B ONLINE" switch to place Train B 
offline. Verify that Train B is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.0/5 (IB-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the low dP2 alarm, bit 0:4.0/2 
(OBLOW-DPl),  is "0". 

Verify that the Low dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/6 
(0-LOW-DP-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.6.6.20 Initial and date the Table 20 "(g)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.6.6.21 

5.6.6.16 

5.6.6.17 

5.6.6.18 

5.6.6.19 

Adjust the input for dP2, word N7:97 (B_TRAIN_DP2_AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to '"21 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N21:117 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:125 contains the low dP2 trip value (5 3670). 

Initial and date the Table 20 "(h)" block. 

5.6.6.22 

5.6.6.23 

Refer to Table 21 when performing the Train C Section 5.6.7 to 5.6.9.22 steps. When 
directed to verijj values, record the values in the appropriate Yctual" blocks. 

5.6.7 Bring up Data Files "00 - OUTPUT", "I1 - INPUT", "T4 - TIMER", 
"N7 - INTEGER", and '"21 - EVENT LOG". 

5.6.8 Validate that the Train C High dP1 alarm functions as expected when a fan is 
running (ref. "LAD 14 - C ALARMS"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition. 

5.6.8.1 Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:l.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
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(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train C is not online by verifying that bit I: 1.0/6 
(I-C-TRAN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN C 
ONLINE switch to place Train C offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:99 
(C-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), and dP2, word N7:100 
(C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:6.0/1 (0-C-HIGH-DP1) and 0:6.0/2 
(0-C-LOW-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator "RESET" 
switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) and the Low dP Alarm Annunciator 
bit 0:4.0/6 (0-LOW-DP-ALARM) are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 21 "(a)" block. 

5.6.8.2 

5.6.8.3 

5.6.8.4 

5.6.8.5 

5.6.8.6 

5.6.8.7 

Test for dPI high alarm 120 seconds ajkr fan is started: 

5.6.8.8 Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/2 
(I-FAN-I-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
online. Verify that Train C is online by verifying that bit I: 1.016 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1". 

Adjust the input for dP1 upwards until word N7:99 
(C-TRAIN DPl AVG) is greater than or equal to the dP1 high 
setpoint of ?0748(corresponds to 5.7000 inwg). Verify the 
value in Table 20. 

After T4:2 (FAN-ON-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, and after 
T4:5 (C-TRAIN-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, then verify that 
the Train C High dP1 alarm exists by verifying that bit 0:6.0/1 
(0-C-HIGH-DPl) is "1". 

Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) is "1". 

5.6.8.9 

5.6.8.10 

5.6.8.1 1 

5.6.8.12 
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5.6.8.13 Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 21 "(b)" block. 

- 
5.6.8.14 

Test for  dP1 high alarm after fan is stopped and "Reset": 

5.6.8.15 Use the simulator "FAN 1 O N  switch to turn Fan 1 off. Verify 
that Fan 1 is not running by verifying that bit I:l.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
offline. Verify that Train C is offline by verifying that bit 
I :  1.0/6 (I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I:l.O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the high dP1 alarm, bit 0:6.0/1 
(0-C-HIGH-DPl), is "0". 

Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) is "0". 

5.6.8.16 

5.6.8.17 

5.6.8.18 

x 

5.6.8.19 Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

5.6.8.20 Initial and date the Table 21 "(c)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log: 

5.6.8.21 Adjust the input for dP1, word N7:99 (C-TRAIN-DPI-AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint (10748). 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to '"21 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N21:117 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21: 127 contains the high dP1 trip value (2 10748). 

Initial and date the Table 21 "(d)" block. 

5.6.8.22 

5.6.8.23 

Validate that the Train C Low dP2 alarm functions as expected when a fan is 
running (ref. "LAD 14 - C ALARMS"). 

Establish non-alarming reference condition: 

5.6.9.1 

5.6.9 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I: 1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
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I 

5.6.9.2 

5.6.9.3 

5.6.9.4 

5.6.9.5 

5.6.9.6 

5.6.9.7 

(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 ON" switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Train C is not online by verifying that bit I:l.0/6 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0" (Use the simulator "TRAIN C 
ONLINE" switch to place Train C offline, if necessary). 

Verify that the inputs for dP1, word N7:99 
(C-TRAIN-DPl-AVG), and dP2, word N7:100 
(C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) are between the low dP setpoint (3670) 
and the high dP setpoint (10748). Adjust the inputs, if 
necessary. 

Verify that bits 0:6.0/1 (0-C-HIGH-DPl) and 0:6.0/2 
(0-CLOW-DP2) are "0". Toggle the simulator "RESET" 
switch, if necessary. 

Verify that the High dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/7 
(0-HIGH-DP-ALARM) and the Low dP Alarm Annunciator 
bit O:4.0/6 (0-LOW-DP-ALARM) are "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are not tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 21 "(e)" block. 

Test for dP2 low alarm 120 seconds afrer fan is started: 

5.6.9.8 

5.6.9.9 

5.6.9.10 

5.6.9.11 

5.6.9.12 

Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 on. Verify 
that Fan 2 is running by verifying that bit I:l.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-ON) is "1". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
online. Verify that Train C is online by verifying that bit I: 1.016 
(I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "1". 

Adjust the input for dP2 down towards "0", and verify that word 
N7:100 (C-TRAIN-DP2-AVG) is less than or equal to the dP2 
low setpoint of 3670 (corresponds to 0.2998 inwg). Verify the 
value in Table 21. 

After T4:2 (FAN-ON-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, and after 
T4:5 (C-TRAIN-DELAY-TIMER) reaches 60, then verify that 
the Train C Low dP2 alarm exists by verifying that bit 0:6.0/2 
(0-C-LOW-DPl) is "1". 

Verify that the Low dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/6 
(0-LOW-DP-ALARM) is "1". 
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5.6.9.13 Verify that both Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks have tripped by 
verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (0-FAN - 2-INTERLOCK) are "0". 

Initial and date the Table 21 "(Q" block. 5.6.9.14 

Testfor dP2 low alarm after fan is stopped and 'Xeset": 

5.6.9.15 

5.6.9.16 

5.6.9.17 

5.6.9.18 

5.6.9.19 

5.6.9.20 

Use the simulator "FAN 2 ON" switch to turn Fan 2 off. Verify 
that Fan 2 is not running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/3 
(I-FAN-2-0N) is "0". 

Use the simulator "TRAIN C ONLINE" switch to place Train C 
offline. Verify that Train C is offline by verifying that bit 
I: 1.0/6 (I-C-TRAIN-ONLINE) is "0". 

Toggle bit I: 1 .O/O (I-RESET) by using the simulator "RESET" 
switch. Verify that the low dP2 alarm, bit 0:6.0/2 
(0-C-LOW-DPl), is "0". 

Verify that the Low dP Alarm Annunciator bit 0:4.0/6 
(0-LOW-DP-ALARM) is "0". 

Verify that the Fan 1 and Fan 2 Interlocks are no longer tripped 
by verifying that bits 0:2.0/0 (0-FAN-1-INTERLOCK) and 
0:4.0/0 (O-FAN-2-INTERLOCK) are "1". 

Initial and date the Table 21 "(8)" block. 

Re-establish normal non-alarming conditions and test Event Log. 

5.6.9.21 Adjust the input for dP2, word N7:100 (C_TRA"_DP2_AVG), 
and verify that it is between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the 
high dP setpoint(10748). 

Verify that the above interlock trip resulted in the event being 
logged to '"21 - EVENT LOG" by verifying that N2 1 : 1 17 
contains the year (e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 contains the time, and 
N21:128 contains the low dP2 trip value (5 3670). 

Initial and date the Table 21 "(h)" block. 

5.6.9.22 

5.6.9.23 

5.7 TWO-MINUTE EVENT LOG VALIDATION 

Data file '"22 - 2MIN FIFO" is the PLC memory region used to store the last 20 values of 
the various exhauster system parameters, acquired every six seconds. This provides the last 
2 minutes (120 seconds) of data. Upon an interlock trip event, the data in file N22 is copied 
to file '"23 - 2MIN L O G  to save the 2 minutes of exhauster data leading up to this most 
recent event, which is then available for diagnostics. 
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Refer to Table 22 when performing the following steps. When directed to verifi values, 
record the values in the appropriate '!4ctual" blocks. 

5.7.1 Validate the 2 Minute Event Log 

5.7.1.1 

5.7.1.2 

5.7.1.3 

5.7.1.4 

5.7.1.5 

5.7.1.6 

Bring up Data Files '"21 - EVENT L O G  and 
'"23 - 2MIN L O G .  

Record the information that resulted from the interlock trip 
caused in Step 5.6.9.10 (Train C, low dP2): N21:117 (the year, 
e.g. "2000"), N21: 119 (the time, hhmm) andN21:128 (the low 
dP2 trip value, 5 3670). 

Verify that the last 2 minutes of time data (units of mmss, in 
6 second increments) were transferred to N23 by verifying that 
the 20 time values are in NN23:1, N23:13, . . . N23:117, 
N23:229. 

Initial and date the Table 22 "(a)" block. 

Verify that the last 2 minutes of low dP2 data were transferred 
to N23 by verifying that the 20 values in N23:10, N23:22 . . . 
N23:226, N23:238 approach or exceed the N21:128 low dP2 
trip value (5 3670). 

Initial and date the Table 22 "(b)" block. 

5.8 HISTORY LOG VALIDATION 

Data files N9 through N20 are the PLC memory regions used to store the last 144 values of 
various exhauster system parameters. File "N9 - HIST DATE" contains the encoded date 
(mmdd, along with Fan 1, Fan 2, Train A, Train B and Train C status bits); File 
"N10 - HIST TIMES" contains the time (hhmm); Files '"11 - A  DPIHIST", 

'"16 - B DP12HIST", '"17 - C DPIHIST", '"18 - C DP2HIST" and '"19 - C DP12HIST" 
contain the dP1, dP2 and dP12 raw values for each filter train. File '"20 - TEMP HIST" 
contains the panel temperature raw values. The values are placed into these files every ten 
minutes, providing the last 24 hours of data available for diagnostics. 

Refer to Table 23 when performing the following steps. When directed to verifi values, 
record the values in the appropriate 'Yctual" blocks. 

'"12 - A DP2HIST", '"13 - A DP12HIST", '"14 - B DPIHIST", "N15 - B DP2HIST", 

5.8.1 Validate the History Log With Fan 1 Off. 

5.8.1.1 

5.8.1.2 

Bring up Data File "I1 - INPUT". 

Verify that Fan 1 and Fan 2 are not running by verifying that 
bits I:1.0/2 (I-FAN-1-ON) and I:1.0/3 (I-FAN-2-ON) are "0" 
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5.8.1.3 

5.8.1.4 

5.8.1.5 

5.8.1.6 

5.8.1.7 

5.8.1.8 

5.8.1.9 

5.8.2 Validate 

5.8.2.1 

5.8.2.2 
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(Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" and "FAN 2 O N  switches to 
turn the fans off, if necessary). 

Verify that Trains A, B and C are not online by verifying that 
bits I: 1.0/4 (I-A-TRAIN-ONLINE) I: 1.0/5 
(I-B-TRAIN ONLINE), and I: 1.0/6 (I _ _  C TRAIN-ONLINE) 
are "o" (Use the simulator "TRAIN A ONLINE", "TRAIN B 
ONLINE" and "TRAIN C ONLINE" switches to place the trains 
offline, if necessary). 

Adjust the inputs for Train A dP1, word L3.0 (I - -  A DPI), 
Train A dP2, word I:3.1 (I-A-DP2), and Train A dP12, 
word L3.2 (I-A-DPIZ), and verify that they are unique and 
between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the high dP setpoint 
(10748). Record them in the "Expected" row. 

Adjust the inputs for Train B dP1, word I:5.0 (IB-DPl), 
Train B dP2, word L5.1 (I_BDP2), and Train B dP12, 
word I:5.2 (I-B-DP12), and verify that they are unique and 
between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the high dP setpoint 
(10748). Record them in the "Expected" row. 

Adjust the inputs for Train C dP1, word I:7.0 (I-C-DPI), 
Train C dP2, word L7.1 (I_C_DP2), and Train C dP12, 
word I:7.2 (I-C-DP12), and verify that they are unique and 
between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the high dP setpoint 
(10748). Record them in the "Expected" row. 

Adjust the input for panel temperature, word I:3.3 
(I-PANEL-TEMP) and record it in the "Expected" row. 

One-by-one, bring up the Data Files N9 through N20, and verify 
that, after 10 minutes, the expected values appear in the 
respective word Nxx:143. 

Initial and date the Table 23 "(a)" block. 

the History Log With Fan 1 On. 

Use the simulator "FAN 1 ON" switch to turn Fan 1 on. Verify 
that Fan 1 is running by verifying that bit I: 1.0/2 
(I-FAN-1-ON) is "1". 

Adjust the inputs slightly for Train A dP1, word I:3.0 
(I-A-DPl), Train A dP2, word I:3.1 (I_A_DP2), and 
Train A dP12, word I:3.2 (I_A_DP12), and verify that they are 
unique and between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the high dP 
setpoint (10748). Record them in the "Expected" row. 
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5.8.2.3 

5.8.2.4 

5.8.2.5 

5.8.2.6 

5.8.2.7 

Adjust the inputs slightly for Train B dP1, word L5.0 
(I-B-DPI), Train B dP2, word L5.1 (I _ _  B DP2), and 
Train B dP12, word I:5.2 (I_B_DPI2), and verify that they are 
unique and between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the high dP 
setpoint (10748). Record them in the "Expected" row. 

Adjust the inputs slightly for Train C dP1, word I:7.0 
(I-C-DPI), Train C dP2, word I:7.1 (I-C DP2), and 
Train C dP12, word I:7.2 (I-C-DP12), and verify that they are 
unique and between the low dP setpoint (3670) and the high dP 
setpoint (10748). Record them in the "Expected" row. 

Adjust the input slightly for panel temperature, word L3.3 
(I-PANEL-TEMP) and record it in the "Expected" row. 

One-by-one, bring up the Data Files N9 through N20, and verify 
that, after 10 minutes, the expected values appear in the 
respective word Nxx:143. The previous Nxx:143 values should 
move to Nxx:142. 

Initial and date the Table 23 "(b)" block. 

Approval of Section 5.0 Validation Phase: 

Cog. Eng. I Proj. Rep. Date: @-q-BQ . 
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6.0 VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION COMPLETION APPROVALS 

Completion of this Verification And Validation Test Plan demonstrates that: 

- 

The “DP INTERLOCK V1 .OO.RSS” PLC ladder logic software verification has been 
sucessfully completed, ensuring that the software baseline element meets the 
established reuirements. 

The “DP INTERLOCK V1 .OO.RSS” PLC ladder logic software validation has been 
sucessfully completed, ensuring that the software baseline element has been tested and 
meets specified expectations. 

0 

A record of all test exceptions was kept on Attachment 1, Test Exceptions, and a record of 
all test plan changes was kept on Attachment 2, Test Plan Changes. All recorded test 
exceptions have been resolved and the resolutions approved. 

_- 

Approved by: 

( I e 5 4 z q -  
Design Authority Date 

8- 9- Bo 
Date 

2 - 9 - 0 0  
Test Dikctor Date 
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9.0 ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment 1. Test Exceptions 

WP-658 1 
Rev. 0 

Page 107 

Step Number: 5.5.  1 3. I t 11 Test Exception Log Number: 1 

Reference Table Number: / O  1 Date: g/p/ Time: / l 3 0  

rnf FAM 1 A N D  a / N r € R ( o c C s  Description of Test Exception: 

ResolutionofTestException: ,+fie s O p r b 4 e F  ~~ 

Resolution Approval 

Date: @-y-oo 

Date: g 9- 670 
Cog. Eng. / Proj. Rep. 

Quality Assurance: 

Verification of Resolution Completion 
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Attachment 2. Test Plan Chunges 

Description of Test Plan Change 

I/ Approval - Cog. Eng. I Proj. Rep. e: &?+&I /&4 

Concurrence - Quality Assurance: 
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